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Abstract

During high speed cutting processes, metals are subject to high strains and

strain rates. The dynamic nature of the deformation during high speed cutting

makes it difficult to detect atomic scale deformation mechanisms experimentally.

Atomic scale plasticity behaviour is often studied using various micromachin-

ing techniques such as micropillar compression testing, nanoindentation, and

nanoscratching. However, strain rates in micromachining experiments are far

lower than those seen during high speed cutting. Atomistic simulations can be

used to study high strain rate plasticity at nanometre length scales. In this

thesis, we present results from molecular dynamics simulations of plasticity in

nanostructures. Results from simulations of uniaxial strain of both bcc and fcc

nanopillars are presented. We find that the outcomes of these uniaxial strain

simulations depend sensitively on the initial configurations of the systems. In

particular, the choice of crystallographic surfaces on the faces of the pillars and

the means by which strain is implemented in the simulations can affect the

simulation results. We find that the twinning anti-twinning asymmetry in bcc

materials causes nanopillars to deform by dislocation glide in compression and by

twinning in tension. This explains the compression tension asymmetry reported

experimentally in bcc micropillars. We find that deformation is mediated by glide

of shockley partials in fcc pillars for compressive and tensile strains. Simulations

of pure shear of nanocrystalline Fe are also presented. We find a change in

deformation mechanisms for this system when at high temperatures. At low

temperatures, plasticity is mediated in part by dislocation glide and twinning.

However, at temperatures above 1200K the deformation is dominated by grain

boundary sliding, recrystallization, and amorphization.
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Lay Summary

Objects made of metals are often subject to applied forces or stresses. Engineers

and scientists try to predict how the metals react in such conditions. Stresses will

cause the structure and shape of metals to deform. When low stresses are applied

to metals, the metal can typically recover its original shape when the stress is

removed. This is known as elastic deformation. High stresses cause an irreversible

change in the shape or configuration of the metal. This is known as plastic

deformation or plasticity. The mechanical properties of metals are dependent on

atomic scale processes. These processes are difficult to observe experimentally.

In many situations where plasticity is observed it is not currently possible to

determine conclusively what the atomic level deformation mechanisms are. It

is therefore necessary to use computer simulations in order to understand these

atomic level processes and to improve material performance. One example of such

a situation is the plasticity observed in metals during high speed cutting. The

microscopic structure of the metals can be examined before and after the cutting

has taken place. However, it is currently not possible to examine the microscopic

structure in the metals during the cutting process. Plasticity at small length

scales is examined in metals using a variety of techniques. To study plasticity at

micron and nanometre length scales, microscale and nanoscale pillars consisting of

a particular metal can be created. These pillars are used in techniques known as

micropillar and nanopillar compression testing which involve plastically deforming

microscale and nanoscale pillars of the metals in question. However the strain

rates applied to these structures differ greatly from those seen during high speed

cutting. In this thesis, we use atomic scale computer simulation techniques to

examine the deformation mechanisms in nanoscale metallic structures at high

strain rates. We examine plasticity in nanopillars and in polycrystalline samples

which have a similar structure to bulk metals.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Metals are materials that are commonly used because of their strong structural

and mechanical properties. Metals are key materials in a wide range of industries

including the construction industry and the aerospace and automotive industries.

For these reasons plasticity of metals is a wide area of interest in science and

engineering. An understanding of plasticity in metals is not just required for the

sake of understanding structural integrity of engineering projects. It is also useful

in relation to industrial machining processes.

Machining of metals is a process which is vital to many industries, in particular

the automotive and aerospace industries. However, aspects of machining such

as chip morphology are still difficult to predict. This makes the development of

alloys which are easy to machine more difficult. Part of the reason for the limited

understanding is due to the conditions under which deformation occurs in metals

during machining. Parts of the metal are subject to extremely high strains,

strain rates, and temperatures during these processes. Plastic deformation takes

place so quickly and in such small parts of the metal that microscale plasticity

behaviour is almost impossible to examine experimentally.

Many machining processes involve scraping the surface of a piece of metal at high

speeds using a cutting tool. The shavings produced during these processes are

known as chips and their morphology can have significant impacts on machining

performance. Currently chip morphology is predicted and studied in metals

using computer simulations based on empirical material models. However, these

material models have to be extrapolated up to three orders of magnitude in strain

rate as current materials testing techniques are limited to testing materials at
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strain rates far lower than those that occur in parts of a metal during machining.

In recent years various metallic microstructures and nanostructures have become

major areas of interest. For example, it is now possible to create pillars and wires

of metals at the nanoscale consisting of a single crystal. The plasticity behaviour

of these structures can be strikingly different from that of bulk metals. In addition

to this the recent development of nanocrystalline metals has led to a range of

interesting research demonstrating that they have strikingly different mechanical

properties from coarse grained metals [6]. Nanoccrystalline metals have been

found to be stronger than regular coarse grained metals and are generally less

ductile [7]. The small grain size usually results in a change in the dominant

deformation mechanism from dislocation activity to grain boundary sliding [8]

(see chapter 2 for more information on deformation mechanisms). This change in

deformation mechanism accounts for the observed increase in material strength.

As the grain size is reduced further, the strength of nanocrystalline materials can

begin to decrease again due to a large grain boundary surface area which assists

grain boundary sliding [9]. Nanocrystalline metals tend to fracture if subject

to tensile strains of more than a few percent [6, 7]. However, recent research

suggests that the ductility of these materials can be dramatically increased by

constructing the metals with grain size gradients [10].

As the length scales of interest have become smaller in experiments, the length

scales accessible by atomistic simulation have grown. It is now possible to simulate

systems of millions of atoms in molecular dynamics simulations spanning length

scales of tens of nanometres.

In this thesis, results from molecular dynamics simulations of nanostructured

materials are presented. Comparison is drawn between the results presented

here and results from experiments on microstructures and nanostructures.

Implications of the results for machining processes in bulk metals are also

discussed.

1.1 Outline of Thesis

Chapter 2 presents some background on plasticity in metals. Deformation

mechanisms are discussed with particular attention paid to fcc and bcc metals.

Some details of modern experimental techniques for analysing mechanical
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behaviour and plasticity in metals along with methods of modeling plasticity

in macroscale metals are discussed.

Chapter 3 contains background on molecular dynamics simulations and related

analysis techniques. The theoretical foundations of MD simulations are presented

with particular focus on simulating metals. Analysis techniques for identification

of defects and deformation mechanisms are presented along with an overview of

relevant software.

Chapter 4 contains results from simulations of plasticity in metallic nanopillars

showing that some relatively subtle aspects of the initial simulation configuration

can have significant effects on the simulation results. Specifically, the surface

orientation and the boundary conditions are found to affect the results of the

simulations. These findings are discussed in relevence to existing literature on

molecular dynamics simulations of nanopillar and nanowire plasticity.

In chapter 5 details of simulations of plasticity in nanopillars of bcc Fe. A tension

compression asymmetry is found in the pillars, matching experimental results for

plasticity in bcc micropillars and nanopillars. We find deformation occurs by

dislocation glide in compression and by twinning in tension.

In chapter 6 simulations of plasticity in nanopillars of fcc Cu are presented. The

differences between plasticity in compression and tension are minor, particularly

in comparison with the pillars of bcc Fe presented in the chapter 5.

In chapter 7, simulations of shear in a polycrystalline sample of Fe are presented.

Plasticity occurs through a combination of different deformation mechanisms

including slip, twinning, and grain boundary sliding. At high temperatures and

strains, a significant amount of amorphisation occurred in the system.

Overall conclusions from this thesis will be discussed in chapter 8. Some

suggestions for future research in this area will also be discussed.
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Chapter 2

Theory of Mechanical Deformation

in Metals

In this chapter we discuss theory of plasticity in crystalline materials. For more

information on metal plasticity see Introduction to Dislocations by Hull and Bacon

[11].

2.1 Defects in Crystalline Materials

In this section we will discuss crystalline defects which occur in metals. We will

start out by discussing point defects (i.e. defects which occupy a single lattice

site) followed by line defects and then planar defects.

2.1.1 Point defects

Point defects are those which occupy a single lattice site. The most common

types of point defects are interstitial atoms and crystal vacancies. Vacancies are

defects which arise when a site normally containing an atom is empty. Owing

to crystal stability, atoms surrounding the vacancy do not simply collapse into

the vacancy site. Atoms surrounding the vacancy relax by moving toward the

vacancy site slightly as shown in figure 2.1.

Interstitial atoms are atoms which occupy a site in the lattice not normally
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Figure 2.1 Schematic of a vacancy (marked with a v) and an interstitial atom
(marked with an i) in a 2d lattice.(From Hull and Bacon [11])

occupied by an atom. The atoms surrounding the interstitial will relax by moving

away from the interstitial atom. Many impurity atoms (in particular small atoms

such as Hydrogen) can occupy interstitial sites in a metallic crystal.

2.1.2 Miller index bracket notation

In this thesis Miller indices will commonly be used to indicate directions and

planes in crystal structures. We use the conventional Miller index bracket

notation [11] to indicate whether we are referring to a specific direction, a family

of directions, a specific plane, or a family of planes. The rules of this notation

are as follows:

� Miller indices in square brackets, such as [100], refer to a specific direction.

� Indices in angle brackets represent a family of directions. For example,

〈100〉 refers to the following directions: [100], [010], [001], [1̄00], [01̄0], and

[001̄].

� Indices in parentheses, such as (100) refer to a specific plane.

� Indices in curly brackets, such as {100}, refer to a family of planes.

5



Figure 2.2 Illustration of edge dislocation (top) and screw dislocation (bottom)
and associated Burgers vectors.(From Hull and Bacon [11])

2.1.3 Dislocations

Dislocations are line defects in crystals. The presence of dislocations was

predicted independently by several scientists in the 1930s [11–16]. They can be

broken down into two main categories, edge dislocations and screw dislocations.

We first consider dislocations in a cubic lattice for the sake of simplicity. Edge

dislocations can be described as the defect arising from inserting a half plane of

atoms in between two planes. This sort of dislocation is shown in the top of figure

2.2. The line running along the edge of this inserted plane is the dislocation line.

In the edge dislocation in figure 2.2 the dislocation line runs into the page.

A screw dislocation is shown in the bottom of figure 2.2. This defect can be

described as the one created when one makes a slice on a particular half plane

in the crystal and shears the crystal in opposite directions on either side of this

slice. The line separating the sheared from the unsheared region on this plane is

the dislocation line.

In general dislocation lines in crystalline materials are not always straight. Non

straight dislocation lines consist of segments of edge and screw dislocations and

are said to have mixed edge/screw character.

A useful way of characterising dislocations is by Burgers vectors. The Burgers

vector of a dislocation is calculated by first constructing a Burgers circuit in the

lattice enclosing the dislocation line. A Burgers circuit is made up of a sequence of
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lines connecting atoms to neighbouring atoms in a crystal which forms a closed

loop surrounding a dislocation line. Such a circuit is shown around the edge

dislocation in figure 2.2. The path MNOPQ is a Burgers circuit. If the same

circuit is traversed in a dislocation free crystal, the path traced will no longer

form a closed loop. The additional vector required to make this loop closed is

the Burgers vector. An illustration of a Burgers for an edge dislocation can be

seen in figures 2.3 (a) and (b). In figure 2.3 (a) a Burgers circuit is represented

by a black line in a 2 dimensional square lattice containing an edge dislocation.

If the same sequence of movements between atomic sites is taken in a dislocation

free lattice, as shown in 2.3 (b), a closed circuit is not formed. The additional

displacement, represented by the dashed line in figure 2.3 (b), to complete the

circuit is the Burgers vector.

Burgers vectors in an edge and a screw dislocation are illustrated in figure 2.3 (c).

If one compares the schematics for Burgers vectors in edge and screw dislocations

in this figure, the following rules become clear:

� The Burgers vector in an edge dislocation is perpendicular to the dislocation

line.

� The Burgers vector in a screw dislocation is parallel to the dislocation line.

For dislocations of mixed character the angle between the Burgers vector and

the dislocation line will be between 0◦ and 90◦. Generally, the most common

dislocations observed in particular materials are the ones which have the shortest

Burgers vectors.

Any lattice can constructed by layering planar layers of atoms in any given

crystallographic direction. The arrangement of atoms on any given layer will

form a 2 dimensional repeating lattice. The sequence of unique 2 dimensional

atomic lattice planes occurring in a given lattice direction is known as the stacking

sequence in that direction. Sometimes there is a stacking sequence in the direction

of the Burgers vector. In this case more than one half plane of atoms is needed

to create an edge dislocation in which the stacking sequence is preserved. If,

for example, the stacking sequence of planes is ABAB.... in the direction of

the Burgers vector then two additional half planes of atoms are required to

construct an edge dislocation. Dislocations of this type will have a Burgers

vector long enough to traverse enough planes to conserve the stacking sequence

(i.e. two planes when the stacking is ABAB....). Such dislocations are known as
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Figure 2.3 (a)Schematic of a Burgers circuit in a 2 dimensional square lattice
containing an edge dislocation (From paper by Stukowski et al [17]).
(b) Illustration of same path traversed in forming the Burgers circuit
in (a), taken in a dislocation free lattice (From paper by Stukowski et
al [17]). The dashed line shows the additional path segment required
to form a closed loop in the dislocation free lattice. This additional
path segment is the Burgers vector. (c) Illustration of the Burgers
vector in an edge and a screw dislocation. The arrows with large
arrowheads represent Burgers vectors in each case (From Passchier
and Trouw [18]).

perfect dislocations. Perfect dislocations can separate into smaller dislocations

called partial dislocations. A perfect edge dislocation can break into several

dislocations with smaller Burgers vectors. Partial dislocations can be created

by removing fewer than the required number of planes required to preserve the

stacking sequence. They are particularly important in fcc crystals as we will

see later. Partial dislocations separate regions of perfect crystal from regions

containing defects known as stacking faults. This is illustrated in the schematic

in figure 2.4

2.1.4 Stacking faults

As mentioned in the previous section, for any crystal structure, there is a

repeating stacking sequence of crystalline planes in any given direction in the

8



Figure 2.4 Illustration of partial dislocations in a lattice with ABAB... stacking
sequence. The dislocation is formed by the addition of a single
half plane of atoms. The dislocation line runs into the page at
the position marked by the inverted ’T’ symbol. This defect can be
thought of as that introduced when the atoms in the quadrant above
and to the right of the dislocation line in the image are shifted to
the right by half a lattice translation. A stacking fault (indicated by
the shaded grey area) is produced to the left of the dislocation line.
(From Vainshtein, Fridkin, and Indenbom [19]).

lattice. A stacking fault is a planar defect in which the normal stacking sequence

of planes is changed in a specific region. Stacking faults are common in fcc

materials where, as we will discuss later, they are created due to the separation

of perfect dislocations into partials. A diagram of a stacking fault in an ABC

layered lattice can be seen in figure 2.5. Note that the stacking fault in this image

is bounded by partial dislocations. The increase in the energy of the crystal per

unit area of the stacking fault is known as the stacking fault energy.

Figure 2.5 Schematics of a stacking fault in a lattice with ABC stacking (such as
fcc). Note that the stacking fault is bounded by partial dislocations.
(Image from Haasen [20].)
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2.1.5 Twin boundaries

Figure 2.6 STEM image of twin boundary in a sample of LiCoO2. (From
Moriwake et al [21].)

Twin boundaries are planar defects in crystals where the crystal on one side of

the twin boundary is a mirror image of the the crystal on the opposite side. Twin

boundaries are normally created during plastic deformation of the crystal but

they can also be created during crystal growth and during phase transitions. A

STEM image of a twin boundary in LiCoO2 can be seen in figure 2.6.

2.1.6 Grain Boundaries

Figure 2.7 A grain structure in a Ti alloy. (Image from Wikimedia Commons)
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Bulk crystalline solids rarely consist of just a single crystal in one orientation.

Usually there are many regions in the crystalline material each with its own

specific crystalline orientation. These regions are known as grains and the

boundaries between these grains are known as grain boundaries. Figure 2.7 shows

a typical grain structure in a Ti alloy.

2.2 Mechanisms of Mechanical Deformation

2.2.1 Dislocation Glide

Figure 2.8 Schematic of shear of two planes of atoms relative to each other in
a defect free lattice. (From Hull and Bacon [11].)

Prior to experimental observation of dislocations, the presence of dislocations

in crystalline materials had been inferred from the difference between the

experimentally observed values and the theoretical values of the shear stresses

required to induce plastic deformation in a crystal.

A simple model for the relationship between shear stress and shear strain was

proposed by Frenkel in 1926 [22]. Consider the planes of atoms shown in figure

2.8.

Frenkel considered the stress caused by the shear of such atomic planes across

each other. The stress, σ, was assumed to vary sinusoidally with displacement,

x, of one plane relative to another. This stress behaviour can be described by:

σ = σmax sin
2πx

a
(2.1)
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For small displacements, the shear modulus should be given by G = dσ
dǫ
, where

ǫ = x
d
. Combining this with equation 2.1, we have:

σ =
Ga

2πd
sin

2πx

a
(2.2)

The quntity σmax in equation 2.1 is the theoretical shear strength required to

induce plastic shear strain. Comparing equation 2.1 and equation 2.2, it can be

seen that σmax is given by:

σmax =
Ga

2πd
(2.3)

Equation 2.3 gives values for the theoretical shear stress which are far higher than

observed experimentally. More sophisticated calculations of the shear stress as

a function of strain result in values for σth as low as G/30 [23]. This is still far

higher than experimental values which range from 10−8G to 10−4G.

In a typical metal, the most common mechanism by which plastic deformation

occurs is dislocation glide. Dislocation glide is the process in which the dislocation

line moves on the surface which contains both the dislocation line itself and its

Burgers vector. Glide of many dislocations results in a process called slip where

planes of atoms, known as slip planes, slide across one another. Slip planes are

normally the most densely packed of the crystallographic planes.

An illustration of glide of an edge dislocation can be seen in figure 2.9. Shearing

the crystal in this figure by one atomic spacing requires breaking a single plane of

atoms and connecting half of that plane to the existing half plane at the location

of the dislocation. In contrast to this, shearing two planes in a perfect lattice

(as illustrated in figure 2.8) requires breaking many planes of atoms in two and

connecting each half plane with the next half plane in the sequence. For this

reason the stress required to shear a crystal containing dislocations is much lower

than that for a defect free crystal. This explains the discrepancy between the

experimentally observed shear stress required to induce plastic deformation and

the theoretical one which we have discussed above. The stress required to move

a dislocation along a slip plane is known as the Peierls stress [24].

Slip occurs on specific crystallographic planes, known as slip planes, in a given

material. The slip plane is usually the plane most densely packed with atoms.

Slip also occurs in specific crystallographic directions which lie in the slip planes.

This direction is usually the direction in the slip plane with the shortest spacing

between consecutive atoms. In bcc crystals, for example, slip most often occurs
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Figure 2.9 Illustration of dislocation glide. (From Hull and Bacon [11].)

on close packed {110} planes and in 〈111〉 directions. Often many different slip

planes will intersect each other. Dislocations can then move from one slip plane

to another. This process is known as cross slip.

Consider a single crystal subject to an applied force F. Now consider a specific

slip plane and slip direction in this crystal. If θ is the angle between the force

and the slip plane and λ is the angle between the force and the slip direction,

then the shear stress resolved on the slip plane in the slip direction, σres, is given

by:

σres =
F

A
cos θ cosλ (2.4)

where A is the cross-sectional area of the crystal. The quantity cos θ cosλ is called

the Schmid factor. For many crystals, it has been found that slip occurs when

σres reaches a critical value on a given slip plane known as the critical resolved

shear stress. A material is said to obey Schmid’s law if the critical resolved shear

stress is a constant.

A segment of dislocation which is pinned at two ends is known as a Frank-Read

source. Such a dislocation is illustrated in figure 2.10(a). When a stress is applied

to this dislocation it bows out until a separate dislocation loop is formed and

another dislocation segment is created in between the two pinning points. By

this processes, many new dislocations are created in a sample during plastic

deformation. Frank Read sources allow many dislocations to be created on a

single plane when a stress is applied allowing a large amount of strain to be

accommodated by dislocation glide.
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Figure 2.10 Schematic showing dislocation creation from a Frank-Read source.
(From Hull and Bacon [11].)

2.2.2 Strain Hardening

Strain hardening (also known as work hardening) is a phenomenon in which

metals can become stronger by deforming the material. As the materials are

deformed the dislocation density in the solid increases due to the activity of

dislocation sources such as the Frank-Read source. When the dislocation density

is high enough, most dislocations will not easily be able to glide as their paths

will be blocked by a network of dislocations. This means that dislocation glide

is no longer as effective at introducing strains in the material as was the case in

the crystal when its dislocation density was lower.

2.2.3 Twinning

Deformation twinning is the process by which twin boundaries are created during

shearing of a crystal. Twinning occurs when one part of a crystal (called the

twin region) is sheared in such a way that its orientation changes and it forms

a mirror image of the part of the crystal in its original orientation (called the

parent region). A twin boundary is hence formed in between these two regions.

An illustration of the twinning process can be seen in figure 2.11. Twinning

generally occurs when strain rates are too high for the strain to be accommodated
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by dislocation glide. It tends to occur more often at low temperatures and in

materials with low stacking fault energies.

Figure 2.11 Schematic of twinning in a crystalline material. The twinned
region of the crystal changes orientation relative to the parent
region resulting in the formation of a twin boundary. Arrows in
the image indicate the direction of shear. (Image by Su Leen Wong
of the Sibley School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering,
Cornell University.)

2.2.4 Grain Boundary Sliding

Grain boundary sliding is a deformation mechanism where grains in a crystalline

material slide past each other [25]. This deformation mechanism contributes

little to plasticity of typical metals near room temperature. However, it is

frequently observed in nanocrystalline metals where the ratio of grain boundary

surface to volume is high [26]. Grain boundary sliding occurs more often at high

temperatures.

2.3 Plasticity in FCC Materials

2.3.1 Dislocations and slip

In fcc crystals the shortest interatomic separation is 1
2
[110] and this is therefore

the Burgers vector for the most common type of perfect dislocation found in the
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crystals. However, perfect dislocations are rarely observed in fcc materials. The

perfect 1
2
〈110〉 dislocations can split into partials which are far more commonly

observed in fcc materials than perfect dislocations.

The most commonly observed type of partial dislocation found in fcc materials

is called the Shockley partial and has Burgers vector of 1
6
〈112〉. A perfect

1
2
〈110〉 dislocation can separate into two Shockley partials by one of the following

reactions:

1

2
[1̄10] → 1

6
[2̄11] +

1

6
[1̄21̄] (2.5)

1

2
[1̄01] → 1

6
[2̄11] +

1

6
[1̄1̄2] (2.6)

1

2
[01̄1] → 1

6
[12̄1] +

1

6
[1̄1̄2] (2.7)

This type of reaction is illustrated in the schematic in figure 2.12.

Figure 2.12 Schematic illustrating the splitting of a complete 1
2 [110] dislocation

into Shockley partials. A crystal containing the complete
dislocation is shown on the left and the corresponding crystal with
the complete dislocation having split into partials is shown on the
right. The Burgers vector for the complete dislocation and the two
Shockley partials are labelled bc, bpa, and bpb respectively.(From
Hull and Bacon [11].)

To understand why perfect dislocations in fcc materials tend to split into partials

it is useful to consider the strain energy of a dislocation. Small strains in a

crystal are often assumed to induce a Hooke’s Law type response. If a dislocation

with Burgers vector b is introduced to at some point it induces a displacement

of magnitude b in the surrounding crystal. Assuming the Hooke’s law type

behaviour and neglecting the energy of the dislocation core, the energy of the

dislocation will be proportional to b2. This leads to Frank’s rule which states

that a perfect dislocation with Burgers vector b1 will split into two partials with

Burgers vectors b2 and b3 if b21 > (b22 + b23). For a perfect 1
2
〈110〉 dislocation in
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an fcc crystal with lattice constant a:

b2 =
a2

4

(

12 + 12 + 02
)

=
a2

2
(2.8)

and for a Shockley partial we get:

b2 =
a2

36

(

12 + 12 + 22
)

=
a2

6
(2.9)

It is therefore energetically favourable for a 1
2
〈110〉 dislocation in fcc crystals to

split into Shockley partials.

As seen in figure 2.13 Shockley partials must be accompanied by a stacking fault.

When a perfect 1
2
〈112〉 splits into two Shockley partials, the surface on the slip

plane in between these partials will be a stacking fault. In figure 2.13 the presence

of a Shockley partial at the M in the image results in a displacement of 1
6
[12̄1]

for the atoms in the region above and to the left of the dislocation relative to the

locations of the atoms in an equivalent dislocation free lattice. This results in

a stacking fault represented by the red line in the image. This combination

of a stacking fault bounded by partial dislocations is known as an extended

dislocation. The separation between these partials is limited by the stacking

fault energy. The stacking fault energy is defined as the energy required to create

a particular type of stacking fault divided by the stacking fault energy. As the

separation between partial dislocations grows the stacking fault area grows and

hence the energy required to generated such a stacking fault increases.

Slip occurs on {111} planes. Figure 2.14 shows the Burgers vectors for a 1
2
[110]

perfect dislocation and two Shockley partials on a (111) plane. The direction

of the slip motion follows a zig-zag path made up of Shockley partial Burgers

vectors. The overall slip direction is 〈110〉.

2.4 Plasticity in BCC Materials

2.4.1 Dislocations and slip

The shortest lattice vector in bcc crystals is 1
2
〈111〉 and this is also the most

commonly observed Burgers vector for dislocations in bcc materials. Slip occurs

in 〈111〉 directions. Slip is observed to occur on many different planes in a bcc
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Figure 2.13 Schematic illustrating stacking fault due to presence of a Shockley
partial. The Shockley partial is located at the M in the figure.
White circles represent atoms in a single 101̄ plane and black
circles represent atoms in a 101̄ plane immediately above the plane
containing the atoms represented by white circles. The letters A,
B, and C are used to represent the stacking sequence in the crystal
on the left and right sides in the image. Due to the presence of
the dislocation, the atoms in the region above and to the left in
the image are displaced by 1

6 [12̄1] relative to their positions in an
equivalent dislocation free lattice. This results in a stacking fault
represented by the red line in the image. (From Hull and Bacon
[11].)

lattice. The most densely packed {110} planes are the most commonly observed

slip planes, particularly at low temperatures. However, slip is also observed on

{112} and {123} planes. It is worth noting that any given 〈111〉 slip direction

intersects three {110} planes, three {112} planes, and six {123} planes. For this

reason a process known as cross slip is found to occur frequently in bcc materials.

This means that slip lines can be made up of many small segments on individual

planes and the overall slip line need not be straight.

An interesting feature of slip in bcc crystals is the asymmetry of slip. For a

specific crystal in a specific orientation, the favoured slip planes may differ in

compression from those in tension.

Calculations of the core structures of screw dislocations in bcc crystals using

interatomic potentials gives some insight into why this happens [27, 28]. Two

equivalent core structures are outlined in figures 2.15 (a) and (b). Each image

shows a {111} plane of atoms with a screw dislocation located at the centre of the

plane. The Burgers vector of the dislocation is perpendicular to the plane. The

black, grey, and white dots in these diagrams represent atoms. The length of the

arrows in the diagram are proportional to the change in interatomic displacements
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Figure 2.14 Schematic of Burgers vectors for Shockley partial dislocations
(labeled b2 and b3) and for their parent perfect dislocation (labeled
b1) . The blue circles here represent atoms on a {111} plane.

relative to a defect free crystal in the [111] (screw) direction. The arrow lengths

are scaled such that an arrow which runs the full length from one atom to another

corresponds to a displacement of b/3 where b is the Burgers vector.

The displacements are concentrated on three intersecting {110} planes, each

containing a short ranged unstable stacking fault due to a 1
6
[111] displacement.

These 1
6
[111] cores are referred to as fractional dislocations. A stereographic

projection of [110] and [112] planes in a [111] plane is shown in figure 2.15 (c) to

indicate where the intersecting {110} planes are in figures 2.15 (a) and (b).

Under the action of an applied stress, the core structures shown in figure 2.15

change. Figure 2.16 shows core structures for these dislocations under different

applied stresses. The change in core structure depends on the direction of the

applied stress and this gives rise to a compression tension slip asymmetry. This

change in core structure affects the critical resolved shear stress for glide of the

given dislocation. As a result, the critical resolved shear stress is not constant for

bcc materials. These materials therefore do not obey Schmid’s law.
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Figure 2.15 (a) and (b) show degenerate core structures for 1
2 [111] screw

dislocations in bcc crystals. White, grey, and black circles represent
atoms on three consecutive [111] planes. The arrows between atoms
represent relative displacements between neighbouring atoms in the
[111] (screw) direction. The length of the arrows is proportional to
the magnitude of the displacement and these lengths are normalised
so that an arrow with a length equal in magnitude to the separation
between neighbouring atoms in the image represents a displacement
of |16 [111]|. The displacements represented by the arrows, as well
as the dislocation line and Burgers vector are therefore directed
into the page. (c) Stereographic projection showing the orientations
of all [110] and [112] planes in a [111] plane. (Images by Vitek
[29, 30].) (From Vitek [29].)

2.4.2 Twinning

Twinning occurs in bcc metals on {112} planes. The stacking sequence for {112}
planes is ABCDEFAB..... One can see from figure 2.17(b) that if the region of

crystal above a plane labeled E for example is moved by a displacement of 1
6
[1̄11]

then the E plane shifts to a C plane, the F plane changes to a D plane and

so on. The resulting stacking sequence is ABCDCDE... If the adjacent plane

now moves with the same displacement then the stacking sequence becomes

ABCDCBC... If this process is repeated we will eventually have a stacking

sequence of ABCDCBA... which is the stacking sequence of a twinned crystal

with the twin boundary at the D plane. Displacements on successive planes like

this have been observed to occur in bcc metals by the motion of 1
6
〈111〉 partial
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Figure 2.16 Core structures of 1
2 [111] dislocations under applied shear stresses

of (a) 0.02G in the [1̄01] direction and (b) 0.021G in the [101̄]
direction. Applied stresses alter the core structure and the change
depends on the direction of the applied shear stress. This results
in a compression tension asymmetry in the plasticity behaviour.
(From Duesbery, Vitek, and Bowen [28].)

dislocations on successive planes.

It is clear from figure 2.17(b) that moving an E plane in the opposite direction

from the one just described (i.e. a displacement of 1
6
[11̄1̄]), then the E plane

moves to a D plane and an unstable high energy stacking fault is created. There is

therefore an asymmetry with respect to 1
6
〈111〉 displacements between successive

{112} planes. The direction which produces a twinned crystal is known as

the twinning direction and the opposite direction is known as the anti-twinning

direction.

2.4.3 The twinning-antitwinning slip asymmetry

We have just seen that glide of 1
6
〈111〉 partials on {112} planes can create twin

boundaries in bcc materials. Slip planes can only move in the twinning direction

and not the antitwinning direction and this implies that the same applies for
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Figure 2.17 (a) Illustration of the stacking sequence of 112 planes in a bcc
crystal. (b) (110) projection showing stacking of (11̄2) planes.
The atoms marked by squares lie a/

√
2 above and below the circles

marked by circles. (From Hull and Bacon [11].)

1
6
〈111〉 partials. This asymmetry is known as the twinning-antitwinning slip

asymmetry and its effect is not confined just to partial dislocations. Perfect
1
2
〈111〉 dislocations are also affected by this asymmetry. This can be understood

by looking at the concepts of the generalised stacking fault and the γ-surface

introduced by Vitek[27]. Consider a crystal which is cut across a given plane

so that it is split into two parts. One part of the crystal is then offset by some

vector, f, which lies in the plane in question. This results in a stacking fault with

a stacking fault energy γ (f). The function γ (f) is the generalised stacking fault

energy and can be represented by a surface which spans a unit cell of the material

in question. This surface is known as the γ-surface. Note that γ (f) is not the

stacking fault energy. The stacking fault energy represents the energy of a stable

stacking fault with atoms at and near the stacking fault in equilibrium positions.

This is a scalar quantity. γ (f) is a function which represents the energy required to

create an atomic configuration where two regions in a lattice are displaced relative

to each other by a displacement f. Most of these configurations will not be stable

equilibrium configurations. γ is a vector function representing the energy of many

different configurations. f is usually considered as a two dimensional vector and

γ can therefore be represented by a surface.

The γ-surfaces for {112} planes are shown in figure 2.18. Note that the surface

is asymmetric in the 〈111〉 direction. This means that glide of any dislocation on
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{112} planes is subject to the twinning-antitwinning asymmetry.

Figure 2.18 The γ surfaces of {112} planes in bbc lattices of Vanadium
(left) and Chromium (right) calculated using molecular statics
simulations. (From Duesbery and Vitek [27].)

2.5 Buckling

Under a large enough compressive load, small lateral forces or slight geometrical

asymmetries will cause a column like structure such as a metal beam to bend

in the centre and deform plastically. This process is called buckling and it is

illustrated in figure 2.19. A beam will buckle if subject to a critical load, Fcr,

which is given by:

Fcr =
π2EI

(KL)2
(2.10)

Here E is the Youngs modulus, I is the moment of inertia, and L is the length

of the beam. K is a constant which depends on the boundary conditions of the

beam. If the beam is fixed at both ends then K = 0.5 and if one end of the beam

is free to move laterally then K = 2.

2.6 The Wulff Construction

In the remainder of this thesis, many structures with nanoscale dimensions

and/or nanoscale structural features (such a grain boundaries) will be discussed.

These structures will be referred to as nanostructures. In crystalline solids, each

crystallographic surface has a corresponding surface energy. In fcc crystals the

surface with the lowest surface energy is {111} and in bcc it is {110}. However,
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Figure 2.19 Illustration of buckling in a column. (Image from Wikimedia
Commons.)

the surface energy of nanostructures is not necessarily minimised if all the surfaces

are the crystallographic surfaces with the lowest surface energy. The total surface

energy of a nanostructure is also lowered by reducing the overall surface area.

The minimum energy configuration of a nanostructure is known as the Wulff

construction and it often represents a compromise between a configuration with

low energy surfaces and one where the total surface area is minimised. The excess

energy, ∆G, of a nanostructure compared with the same number of atoms in a

bulk lattice at equilibrium is:

∆G =
∑

i

ΓiOi (2.11)

where Γi is the surface energy per unit area of the ith face of the nanostructure

and Oi is the surface area of the face. Note that the surfaces, Oi, are assumed

to be flat. The Wulff construction is the configuration which minimises this

quantity. Figure 2.20 shows a TEM image of the cross section of a 〈110〉 oriented
Si nanowire. The Wulff construction for this nanostructure contains some high

energy {100} faces.
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Many nanostructures in experiments are constructed in a metastable shape that

is not the Wulff construction [31, 32]. Often such nanostructures may appear to

have high energy surfaces but close inspection of the surfaces reveals that many

facets of low energy surface exist on the apparent high energy surfaces [31]. These

facets are usually the result of local surface reconstructions. Segments from the

surface of a gold nanowire are shown in figure 2.21. Many small facets with low

energy {111} type surface orientation are visible on these segments.

Figure 2.20 TEM image showing the cross section of a 〈110〉 oriented Si
nanowire. The nanowire contains some high energy {100} faces.
The {100} faces are highlighted by the red lines in the image.
(Image from article by Wu et al [33].)

Figure 2.21 Segments of gold nanowire showing many small {111} facets on the
surface. (Image by Tian et al [31].)
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2.7 Machining and Experimental Materials Testing

2.7.1 The MaMiNa collaboration

The work presented in this thesis was undertaken as part of a collaborative project

called MaMiNa. The acronym MaMiNa stands for Macro, Micro, and Nano

aspects of machining and the collaboration involved a collection of research groups

(both experimental and computational) investigating plasticity at different length

scales. Some of the experimental and computational techniques used within this

collaboration include the Hopkinson-split experiments, quick stop experiments,

finite element simulations, and various micromechanical testing techniques. In

the next few sections we will discuss some of these techniques.

One of the main goals of this collaboration was to produce a Titanium alloy

which is easy to machine by adding different alloying elements. Titanium alloys

are particularly difficult to machine due to strong mechanical properties and poor

thermal conductivity. This low thermal conductivity results in a large amount

of heating near the cutting tool which can result in frequent damage to the tool.

The research presented in this thesis addressed atomic scale processes during

plastic deformation. Molecular dynamics simulations were used to characterise

plasticity behaviour of various nanostructures which are particularly relevant

to the broader research profile of the MaMiNa network. As we will see later,

molecular dynamics simulations are useful for studying plasticity behaviour in

machining processes due to the inherent limitations on the applied strain rate in

the simulations. Nanostructures studied as part of this work include nanopillars

and nanocrystalline samples. These structures were chosen to resemble single

crystal metallic nanopillars and polycrystalline bulk metals, structures which are

the subject of much experimental research within the MaMiNa collaboration.

The performance of the machining processes depends sensitively on the chip

morphology as we will see below. However, studying the chip morphology can

be difficult. Deformation takes place very quickly during machining processes

and temperatures in parts of the machining chips can reach 1000◦C. This makes

observation of the microscale deformation mechanisms impossible.
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2.7.2 Chips formed during machining processes

High speed cutting of metals involves carving into a piece of metal called the

workpiece with a cutting tool as can be seen in figure 2.22. During this

process metal chips are formed which can be separated into two main categories,

continuous chips and segmented chips [34, 35]. The image in figure 2.22 shows

a continuous chip being formed during cutting. These chips can grow to

metres in length and can easily interfere with cutting machinery in an industrial

setting. Often so called free machining alloys which produce segmented chips

are developed to avoid this problem. However, there are not currently any

commercially available free machining Ti alloys. The MaMiNa project aimed

to address this problem. Figure 2.23 shows continuous and segmented chips from

different alloys.

Figure 2.22 Image showing high speed cutting of a Ti alloy. (Courtesy of Lenka
Fusova of the MaMiNa collaboration.)

Closer inspection of the morphology of continuous and segmented chips reveals

that continuous chips have more or less constant thickness while segmented chips

have a sawtooth profile as can be seen in figure 2.24. In continuous chips, the

shear strain is distributed quite evenly throughout the chip while in segmented

chips the shear is concentrated in shear bands. The shear bands in segmented

chips deform under quite extreme conditions. In these shear bands strains of over

800% are reported with strain rates reaching 107s−1 and temperatures believed

to exceed 1000◦C [34]. Predicting which types of chips will be produced in a

given metal can be difficult. Finite element simulations (discussed below) based

on empirical material models are used to study and predict chip morphology.
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Figure 2.23 Continuous chip (left) and segmented chips (right) produced during
high speed cutting. (Image courtesy of Badya Zahra of the
MaMinNa collaboration.)

2.7.3 Hopkinson-Split bar testing.

The Hopkinson-split bar apparatus is used to acquire stress strain curves for

macroscopic samples at high strain rates [37, 38]. Using this apparatus, strain

rates of up to 1000 s−1 can be achieved. A diagram of an Hopkinson-split bar

apparatus can be seen in figure 2.25 (a). The sample is placed directly in front of

a metal bar (called the transmitted bar) and a second metal bar (the incident bar)

is fired at the sample using a high pressure gas gun. The sample is compressed

plastically and vibrations in the transmitted bar are recorded during this process.

Analysis of vibrations in the transmitted bar can be used to calculate stress vs.

strain curves for the deformed sample.

2.7.4 Plasticity of micropillars

Many experimental techniques are used to examine plasticity behaviour at

the nanoscale and microscale. One such experimental technique is micropillar

compression testing developed by Uchic et al [40]. The technique involves creating

microscale (and sometimes nanoscale) pillars of metals using a focused ion beam.

The pillars are etched from a single crystal. The pillars are compressed using an

indenter and the the stress vs strain data is recorded during the indentation. Slip

planes are clearly visible following the compression as can be seen from the image
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Figure 2.24 Cross section of (a) a continuous chip and (Image by Trent and
Wright [35].) and (b) a segmented chip (Image by Majumdar and
Manna [36]). The workpiece can be seen in (a) on the left of the
image while the workpiece in (b) would be located to the right if the
image if the chip was still connected to the workpiece. The cutting
tools were applied from below in each image and moved towards the
top of each image. The chip can be seen running perpendicular to
the workpiece in (a) and the flow lines on the chip are closely spaced
shear bands. Shear bands run through the chip in (b) continuing in
the direction of the diagonal edge of the ’teeth’ on the chip. Two
shear bands are highlighted by the red frames in the image.

of a compressed micropillar of a Ti alloy in figure 2.26. Micropillar compression

experiments can therefore be used to determine favoured slip planes in different

metals. This is particularly useful for bcc alloys in which a large degree of cross

slip is observed, as the full slip path can be observed in compressed micropillars

[41].

Micropillar compression experiments typically involve pillars with diameters

between 100 nm and 10 µm in size[42, 43]. Typical strain rates applied to the

pillars are between 10−6 s−1 and 10−3 s−1 [42, 44]. Many commercial indentation

apparatuses are now available. Indenters can generally operate in two modes, load

control and displacement control [45, 46]. Using load control involves applying

a fixed force to the top of the pillar and observing the plastic strain response to
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Figure 2.25 (a) Schematic of Hopkinson-split bar apparatus. (Image from Dai
et al [39]). (b) The Hopkinson-split bar apparatus at Tampere
University of Technology. (Courtesy of Tőnu Leemet.)

this force. In this mode the speed of the indenter is controlled by the plastic yield

behaviour of the pillars. The speed of the indenter consequently varies throughout

the experiment. Strain control involves moving the indenter at a fixed speed and

measuring how the stress on the indenter varies during the experiment. These

two indentation modes give rise to distinctive stress vs strain signatures. Under

load control, a pillar will deform elastically until the applied force on the pillar

is large enough that the plastic yield stress is reached in the pillar. Once the

yield stress is reached in the pillar, the pillar deforms plastically until the load is

removed. An example of a typical stress vs strain curve for load control can be

seen in figure 2.27 (a). In contrast strain control involves moving the indenter at

a constant speed. In this mode the pillar is strained elastically until the stress

in the pillar reaches the yield stress. The pillar then deforms plastically until

the stress returns to a value below the yield stress and the pillar begins to strain

elastically again. The result of this is a stress vs strain curve characterised by

segments in which the stress increases with strain, separated by sharp drops in

the stress as a result of plastic yielding. A typical stress vs strain curve for strain

control can be seen in figure 2.27 (b).

In a general sense, micropillars can be used to study mechanical properties and
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Figure 2.26 A micropillar of a Ti alloy following compression. The pillar has
deformed by dislocation glide and the slip planes are visible.

plasticity behaviour at micron and nanometre length scales. A large number of

interesting results have now emerged from studies of plasticity of micropillars of

both fcc and bcc crystals. It has been found, for example, that the strength

of micropillars depends on their size and smaller pillars are generally stronger

than larger ones [40, 47]. A strain hardening effect has also been observed

in micropillars when compressed, with sudden increases in strength occurring

intermittently during compression [42, 48]. In load controlled compression tests

plastic deformation is found to occur in discrete bursts of strain. The amount

of plastic strain occurring in each of these strain bursts is highly variable and

appears to occur at random [49]. In addition to these results, a transition from

brittle to ductile plasticity behaviour has been found to occur in micropillars of

Si and GaAs when the pillar size is below a critical value [50, 51].

The most significant experimental finding from micropillars with respect to this

thesis is probably the compression-tension asymmetry reported by Kim and Greer

for bcc micropillars of Mo, Nb, Ta, and W [52–54]. The plasticity behaviour

was found to be similar for micropillars of these four materials. They found

significant differences in the final morphology of bcc micropillars depending on

whether tensile or compressive strains were applied. Narrow shear bands were

found in compressed pillars indicating that deformation had occurred by slip.

Pillars which had been strained in tension deformed by necking and eventually

fractured. The atomic scale deformation mechanisms could not be determined
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Figure 2.27 Typical stress vs strain curves for micropillar compression under
(a) load control and (b) strain control (Graphs from Dubach et al
[46]).

from this plasticity behaviour and morphology. Figure 2.28 shows the final

morphologies for W micropillars following tension and compression. The dynamic

plastic response was also different in both cases. In compression plastic strain

occurred in discrete strain bursts while plastic strain occurred continuously in the

tensile case once the yield stress had been reached. The stress strain curves for

tension and compression of the Nb micropillars can be seen in figure 2.29. The

twinning-antitwinning slip asymmetry was suggested by Kim and Greer as the

reason for the observed tension compression asymmetry [52]. However, this could

not be proven definitively as the atomic scale deformation mechanisms could not

be determined for the tensile case.
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Figure 2.28 Morphology of W micropillars following compressive straining (left)
and tensile straining (right). The compressed pillar contains
narrow shear bands indicating that deformation has occurred by
slip. The pillar subject to a tensile strain has necked and fractured.
The underlying deformation mechanisms in the tensile case cannot
be determined from the morphology. (Images by Kim and Greer
[52]).

Figure 2.29 Stress vs strain for Nb micropillars in (a) compression and (b)
tension. (From Kim and Greer [52])

2.8 Modeling and Simulation of Machining

Processes

2.8.1 Johnson-Cook constitutive model

The Johnson-Cook material model is an empirical model which describes the

stress in a material as a function of strain, strain rate, and temperature [55].

This model is frequently used to describe metals subject to high strains, strain

rates, and temperatures. The stress, σ, is expressed as follows.

σ = (A+Bǫn) (1 + C ln ǫ̇′) (1− T ′m) (2.12)
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where the quantities ǫ̇′ and T ′ are defined:

ǫ̇′ =
ǫ̇

ǫ̇0
(2.13)

T ′ =
T − T0

Tm − T0
(2.14)

Here ǫ denotes strain and hence ǫ̇ is strain rate. Temperature is denoted by T. T0

and ǫ̇0 are a reference temperature and strain rate. A, B, C, n, and m are all fitting

parameters. The first term in equation 2.12 results in an increasing stress as the

strain increases. This term is therefore intended to represent strain hardening

in the material. The second term in equation 2.12 results in a hardening effect

with increased strain rate and the third term results in a softening effect with

increasing temperature. Equation 2.14 implies that the stress goes to zero at the

melting temperature.

Fitting parameters are usually determined from the results of Hopkinson-split bar

experiments. The parameters are usually found by first performing experiments

at the chosen reference temperature and strain rate. In this case the model

simplifies to:

σ = (A+Bǫn) (2.15)

Data from these tests is used to fit parameters A, B, and n. Once these parameters

have been fitted they are fixed as constants and parameter C and m are fitted

by performing the Hopkinson-split bar experiments at a range of strain rates and

temperatures.

2.8.2 Finite element modeling

Finite element modeling (FEM) is a simulation technique in which a simulated

material is broken up into small elements [56, 57]. FEM simulations can be

carried out in two or in three dimensions. The shape of each element is allowed

to change under the influence of stresses according to a constitutive model such

as the Johnson-Cook model.
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The Johnson-Cook model is in fact used commonly as the basis for FEM

simulations of chip formation in metals. However, the Johnson-Cook model is

based on data from Hopkinson-split bar experiments which only test strain rates

up to 103s−1. In FEM simulations of segmented chip formation strain rates can

reach up to 106s−1 [57] and have been reported by experimentalists to be up to

107s−1 [34]. This means the the Johnson-Cook model which is empirical in nature

is extrapolated over three orders of magnitude in strain rate.

An image of a segmented chip formed in an FEM simulation is shown in figure

2.30.

Figure 2.30 An example of a segmented chip formed during an FEM simulation
of high speed cutting. (Courtesy of Aviral Shrot of the MaMiNa
collaboration).

2.9 Summary

In this chapter we have presented some background theory on theory of

mechanical deformation in metals. In addition to this we have presented some

background on machining and the research undertaken as part of the MaMiNa

project to try to develop a free machining Ti alloy. The machining performance

of an alloy is dependent on the chip morphology. This morphology is usually

predicted by means of FEM simulations. However, the material model on which

these FEM simulations are based is typically extrapolated over three orders of

magnitude in strain rate. Furthermore the deformation mechanisms which occur

in the shear bands, which are subject to high strain rates and temperatures,

have not been observed experimentally. As we will see in the following chapters,
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molecular dynamics simulations are particularly useful for studying plasticity at

high strain rates and at small length scales. Much of the focus of the research

within MaMiNa was on bcc alloys of Titanium. Currently it is not possible to

simulate a bcc alloy of Titanium due to a lack of necessary potential functions

(see next chapter). The results presented in this thesis were from simulations of

Iron. Iron was chosen as a model bcc material as it can be reliably simulated

using molecular dynamics. In chapter 6 we present simulations of Copper, which

was chosen as a model fcc material. The results in fcc Copper nanopillars were

acquired in order to provide a contrast with the plasticity behaviour of bcc

nanopillars.
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Chapter 3

Molecular Dynamics Simulations

and Analysis Techniques

3.1 Introduction

Molecular dynamics is an atomic scale simulation technique in which systems of

atoms are represented as classical particles moving in a dynamically evolving

potential energy profile [58]. The potential energy profile is calculated from

a classical potential function, Φ(ri1, ri2, ..., riN), which describes the potential

energy of atom i in a system in terms of its position relative to all other atoms

in the system. Here rij is a vector representing the separation between atoms i

and j. This potential function in most cases contains fitting parameters which

are fitted so that systems simulated using the potential represent a real material.

This potential function can be used to calculate the force acting on atom i:

Fi = ∇Φ(
∑

j

rij) (3.1)

The acceleration of atom i can be calculated from Newton’s second law:

ai = Fi/mi =
d2ri
dt2

(3.2)

Given the positions and velocities of a system of atoms, over a short timestep,

∆t, this equation of motion can be integrated to calculate the new positions of

atoms in the system at a time t+∆t.
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The basic algorithm is as follows:

1. Calculate forces on each atom based on the potential function.

2. Integrate the equations of motion to calculate the positions and velocities

of the atoms at time t+∆t. Now repeat from step 1.

We can approximate atoms as classical particles as long as the de Broglie thermal

wavelength [59], Λ, is small in comparison with the nearest neighbour distance in

the system. The de Broglie thermal wavelength is:

Λ =

√

2πh̄2

MkBT
(3.3)

where M is the atomic mass and T is the temperature of the system. The classical

potential approximation is valid for most materials. It is poor at simulating light

atoms such as H and He as well as systems at low temperatures.

3.2 Potentials

3.2.1 Lennard-Jones

A simple form form for Φ(ri1, ri2, ..., riN) is one in which the function is a sum of

pairwise terms as follows:

Φ(r) =
∑

i

∑

j 6=i

φ(|rij|) (3.4)

The Lennard-Jones potential [58] is a simple pairwise potential in which the

pairwise term is:

φLJ(r) = 4ε

[

(σ

r

)12

+
(σ

r

)6
]

(3.5)

A plot of this potential can be seen in figure 3.1. At short interatomic distances,

r, the potential is repulsive as the first term, which is proportional to 1/r12,

in equation 3.5 dominates. For large interatomic distances the second term

(proportional to 1/r6) dominates and the resulting force is attractive.
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Figure 3.1 The Lennard-Jones Potential.

The potential was designed to be highly repulsive at short distances to mimic

the repulsive forces experienced by atoms when their electron clouds begin to

overlap. The motivation for the use of an exponent of 12 was purely practical.

It was simply chosen to create a sudden rise in the repulsion as the interatomic

distance became smaller. The exact form of the repulsive term does not have a

physical basis.

The attractive (proportional to 1/r6) term was chosen to represent the van

der Waals interaction. Van der Waals interactions are the dominant attractive

interactions for closed shell atoms such as Ar and Kr. It is these kinds of atoms

which the Lennard-Jones potential is most effective at representing. The potential

can be set to mimic these materials by fitting the parameters σ and ε to the

material properties.

As we will discuss in the next section, Lennard-Jones potentials cannot accurately

represent materials where there is covalent or metallic bonding (i.e. whenever

electrons in the solid move away from their atoms significantly). However, the

Lennard-Jones potential is widely used in studies where representing a specific

material is not important. The properties of Lennard-Jones systems in a variety

of states have been studied extensively making the potential ideal for the creation

of model systems for non material specific investigations.
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3.2.2 Finnis Sinclair and Embedded Atom Type Potentials

To model metals, one needs potentials which are fit to material parameters for the

given metal. The Lennard-Jones potential has only two parameters to fit which

makes it an inappropriate functional form for this purpose. Furthermore, there

are properties of a Lennard-Jones solid which are not true in general for metals.

Consider for example the elastic constants of a metal. The elastic response of

a cubic crystal, for small strains, can be described by three elastic constants;

C11, C12, and C44 [60]. All pairwise potentials obey the Cauchy relation, namely

that C12 = C44. This is generally not the case for metals. In addition to this,

the vacancy formation energy, Ev, is always equal to the cohesive energy, Ec,

for pairwise potentials. Consider the number of nearest neighbour atoms a given

atom in a crystal has. This number is known as the coordination number of

an atom. If the coordination number of a crystalline solid is N, then the Ev

is the energy cost of decreasing the coordination number of N atoms from N

to N − 1. Ec is the energy cost of reducing the coordination of a single atom

from N to 0. In metals the measured value of the fraction Ev

Ec
is between 1

4

and 1
3
. It is clear that cohesion in metals is fundamentally different from that

described by a pair potential. When a vacancy is formed, the contribution to

the total cohesive energy from some pairs of atoms must increase. This suggests

that when a vacancy is formed, bonding between atoms becomes stronger in the

region around the vacancy.

One can represent this effect by constructing a potential which consists of two

parts. The internal energy of a collection of N atoms located at a set of points

{Rij} is:

Utot = UN + UP (3.6)

where UP is a sum of repulsive pairwise terms representing core repulsion. UN

is a sum of short ranged non-pairwise terms which only depend on distances

between neighbouring pairs of atoms. This function represents bonding between

neighbouring atoms. UP and UN are described as follows:

UP =
1

2

∑

ij

Φ(rij) (3.7)
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UN = −
∑

i

F (ρi) (3.8)

ρi =
∑

j

φ(Rij) (3.9)

Here φ(Rij) is a short ranged decreasing function of interatomic distance. Φ(rij)

is a pairwise function representing core repulsion. Φ(rij), F (ρi), and φ(Rij) are

functions to be fitted empirically. Note that if F (ρi) is a linear function, the

potential becomes a pairwise potential. As long as F (ρi) is not a linear function,

the potential will be non-pairwise allowing for the Cauchy relation to be broken

and for the vacancy formation energy and cohesive energy to differ. The fact that

φ(Rij) is a short ranged function means that the contribution to UN from each

atom will depend on the coordination of that atom, as φ(Rij) will only be non-zero

for interactions between neighbouring atoms. The function F (ρi) is chosen as a

monotonically increasing function of coordination for each atom. The magnitude

of the change in F (ρi) when the coordination increases by one decreases as the

coordination increases. This makes the vacancy formation energy less than the

cohesive energy as required.

There are many different physical interpretations for potentials of this kind. The

two most commonly cited are that by Finnis and Sinclair [61] and another by

Daw and Baskes [62].

The Finnis interpretation is based on the tight binding model. In this

interpretation, UN is a band energy which results in bonding. UP is a repulsive

interaction between atomic cores consisting of nuclei and valence electrons. Finnis

chose F (ρi) to be
√
ρi as this comes from the second moment tight binding

approximation [63, 64].

The Daw and Baskes interpretation is known as the embedded atom method. In

this interpretation UN is the energy change one gets from placing an atom in a

uniform electron gas. In this case, UP is again a repulsive interaction between

cores. F (ρ) is an embedding function representing the energy due to embedding

an atom in an electron gas of density ρ. The charge density at site i is given by

ρi and this is calculated from a superposition of the atomic charge densities, φ,

from atoms within a short range of the atom in question.

Both of these interpretations result in a similar functional form for the potential.
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The only difference being that F (ρi) was set as
√
ρi in the Finnis interpretation

and was kept as a function to be fitted in the Daw and Baskes interpretation.

To develop potentials representing real materials, the functions are fitted to

real material parameters (for example melting temperature, thermal expansion

coefficients, and elastic constants).

In this thesis we will make use of a potential for Iron developed by Ackland and

others [65]. In this potential the fitting was implemented by using a polynomial

spline functional form for the functions Φ(r) and φ(r). The repulsive interaction,

Φ(r) incorporates the screened electrostatic potential of Biersack and Ziegler [66]

for extremely short ranged interactions (i.e. where r is less than 2.05 Å). The full

form of this interaction is given by:

ΦFe(r) =

13
∑

k=1

ak(r − rk)
nkH(rk − r)H(r − r2) (3.10)

Here H(x) is the Heaviside step function and rk represent cutoff radii for each

term in the function. Note that if i > j then ri > rj.

The short ranged bonding interaction functions for this potential are:

φFe(r) =

3
∑

k=1

Ak(Rk − r)3H(Rk − r) (3.11)

FFe(ρ) = −√
ρ+ a2ρ

2 + a4ρ
4 (3.12)

It should be noted that for interatomic distances shorter than 2.05Å this potential

function has a different functional form. However, interatomic distances this small

were never encountered in the simulations described in this thesis. The details of

this part of the potential are therefore omitted here for simplicity. Full details of

this potential can be found in ref [65].

A potential for Copper is also utilised in this thesis. This potential was developed

by Ackland et al [67]. This potential uses a square root function for F (ρ) as in

the original Finnis Sinclair potential. Like the Fe potential, the functions Φ(r)

and φ(r) are fitted using polynomial spline functions although fewer cutoff radii
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are used. The functions are:

ΦCu(r) =
6
∑

k=1

ak(r − rk)
3H(rk − r) (3.13)

φCu(r) =

2
∑

k=1

Ak(Rk − r)3H(Rk − r) (3.14)

Full details of this potential can be found in [67].

3.3 Measurements

Total potential energy in the system is simply calculated from the potential

function supplied as described previously.

The total kinetic energy can simply be calculated using:

K(t) =
1

2

∑

i

mi|vi(t)|2 (3.15)

where mi and vi are the mass and velocity of atom i.

Once the kinetic energy is known, the temperature of the system can be calculated

from:

K =
3

2
NkbT (3.16)

The pressure can be calculated from a Virial relation as follows:

PV = NkBT +
1

D
〈

N
∑

i=1

ri · Fi〉 (3.17)

where D is the number of dimensions in the system. The first term in the above

expression represents a thermal contribution to the pressure. This term is the

same as the pressure exerted by an ideal gas due to atomic collisions. The second

term is a potential energy term which is due to interatomic forces in the system.

A stress tensor can be computed for a system of atoms which is equivalent to
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the Cauchy stress tensor in continuum mechanics [68]. The so called virial stress

tensor is a 3× 3 matrix whose components, σαβ , are given by [69, 70]:

σαβ =
1

V

∑

i

[

miv
α
i v

β
i +

1

2

∑

j

(

rβi − rβj F
α
ij

)

]

(3.18)

Here α and β represent the x, y, and z directions. V is the volume of the system

and Fij is the force on atom i due to atom j. mi, ri, and vi represent respectively

the mass, position, and velocity of atom i.

3.4 Integration

The most commonly used integration algorithm in molecular dynamics simu-

lations is the Verlet algorithm [71]. This is the integration algorithm that

was used in the simulations presented in this thesis. The algorithm is derived

by first expanding the atomic position as a function of time in a third order

Taylor expansion. This is expansion is done twice, one forward in time and one

backwards. Doing this we have:

r(t +∆t) = r(t) + v(t)∆t+
1

2
a(t)∆t2 +

1

6
b(t)∆t3 +O(∆t4) (3.19)

r(t−∆t) = r(t)− v(t)∆t +
1

2
a(t)∆t2 − 1

6
b(t)∆t3 +O(∆t4) (3.20)

where v is the atomic velocity, a is the acceleration, and b is the third time

derivative of the atomic position. Summing these two expressions gives:

r(t+∆t) = 2r(t)− r(t−∆t) + a(t)∆t2 +O(∆t4) (3.21)

This is the original form of the Verlet algorithm. The error function for this

algorithm is of order ∆t4. However, velocities are not explicitly calculated during

this process. Velocities must be calculated from positions as follows:

v(t) =
r(t+∆t)− r(t−∆t)

2∆t
(3.22)
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However the error for this calculation will be of order ∆t2. This problem is averted

by using the velocity Verlet algorithm. In this algorithm, the velocity at time

t+∆t is calculated by integrating twice over a timestep of ∆t/2. The algorithm

is implemented via the following steps:

1. First calculate the positions of each atom at time t+∆t by the expression:

r(t+∆t) = r(t) + v(t)∆t +
1

2
a(t)∆t2 (3.23)

2. The velocities at time t +∆t/2 are then calculated:

v(t+∆t/2) = v(t) +
1

2
a(t)∆t (3.24)

3. The accelerations on all atoms are then calculated at time t+∆t using the

potential function.

4. Now velocities are computed at the new at time t+∆t:

v(t +∆t) = v(t+∆t/2) +
1

2
a(t +∆t)∆t (3.25)

This integration algorithm is time reversible and therefore conserves the energy

of the system very well.

3.5 Boundary Conditions

One must choose conditions at the boundaries of a simulated system. The

simplest solution is to create surfaces at the system boundaries. However,

molecular dynamics systems are small and consequently will have a large surface

to volume ratio. This will result in surface energy and relaxation in the system

which is not always desirable.

To represent a continuous system which behaves similarly to a bulk solid or

liquid, one can implement periodic boundary conditions [58]. In this technique,

the system is effectively replicated and translated in all three cartesian directions

to fill all space. Consider a system of atoms located inside a parallelepiped, the

edges of which are described by three vectors; a, b, and c. Periodic boundary

conditions are imposed by replicating atoms in the system periodically. For any
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Figure 3.2 Image illustrating periodic boundary conditions in two dimensions.
Image taken from [58]

atom located at r in the system, the atom is replicated at locations , rlmn, given

by:

rlmn = r+ la+mb+ nc (3.26)

where l, m, and n are integers in the range {−∞,∞}. There are now no physical

boundaries in the system and when an atom leaves the central cell, one of its

images will enter the cell at the opposite side. An illustration of periodic boundary

conditions in two dimensions can be seen in figure 3.2.

If the potential function used is infinite ranged, then the number of pair

interactions becomes infinite as any atom, i, in the simulated system will interact

with an infinite number of images of another atom, j, in the central cell. To avoid

having to compute an infinite number of atomic pair interactions, the following

condition is implemented. Consider an atom, i, in the central cell. For each atom

j (where j 6= i), atom i only interacts with one atom in the set {j, j1, j2, j3, . . . },
where j1, j2, j3, . . . are periodic images of atom j. Out of the set {j, j1, j2, j3, . . . },
i interacts with the atom or image which it is closest to. This is known as the

minimum image criterion. This criterion is often implemented by simply using

a truncated or short ranged potential function with a limited range Rc. As

long as one is using a truncated potential and a square cell of length L, then the

minimum image criterion is exact if Rc < L/2. Note that many types of potential

function have infinite range in theory. The Lennard-Jones potential, for example,

is infinitely ranged and the part of Finnis Sinclair potentials representing core

interactions is, in theory, infinitely ranged. In both these cases the value of the
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function becomes negligible at large interatomic distances. These potentials are

typically truncated when implemented in code to allow for periodic boundary

conditions to be imposed. For the simulations presented in this thesis, truncated

Finnis Sinclair potentials were used.

3.6 Ensembles and Thermostats

Molecular dynamics simulations implement the NVEp ensemble by default. This

differs from slightly from the microcanonical ensemble as momentum (p) in the

system is also conserved. To run a simulation in a different ensemble, additional

degrees of freedom can be introduced which are coupled to the real system. The

equations of motion for these extended systems can be derived from extended

Lagrangians.

3.6.1 NVTp Ensemble

Constant temperature can be achieved in molecular dynamics by implementing

a Nosé-Hoover Thermostat [72, 73]. Implementing this will produce the same

conservation laws as the canonical ensemble. In this ensemble the number of

atoms in the system is conserved as is the volume, temperature, and total

momentum of the system. The thermostat is implemented by introducing an

additional degree of freedom, s, into the system. The interaction between the

physical system and the virtual degree of freedom, s, can be reduced to a rescaling

of the real time variable t′ to a virtual time variable, t:

dt = s(t′)dt′ (3.27)

The virtual variables t, ri, and pi are then related to real variables t, ri, and pi

as follows:

r′i = ri (3.28)

p′
i =

pi

s
(3.29)
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t′ =

∫ t dt

s
(3.30)

The following Lagrangian is then proposed for the system:

L =
1

2

N
∑

i

mis
2ṙ′i − Φ(r) +

Q

2
ṡ2 + gkT ln s (3.31)

Here Q is a parameter with units of energy×(time)2 which acts like an effective

mass for the degree of freedom s. The number of degrees of freedom in the system

is g, T is an externally set temperature, and k is Boltzmann’s constant. We can

now derive the equations of motion for this Lagrangian using the Lagrangian

equation:

d

dx

(

∂L

∂Ȧ

)

=
∂L

∂A′
(3.32)

We then obtain the equations of motion:

r̈ = − 1

mis2
∂Φ

∂ri
− 2ṡ

s
ṙi (3.33)

Qs̈ =

N
∑

i

misṙi
2 − gkT

s
(3.34)

This system can be shown to produce the same conservation laws as the canonical

ensemble [72, 73]. Momentum is also conserved using this thermostat. The

Hamiltonian for this system is given by:

H =

N
∑

i

p2
i

2mis2
+ Φ(r) +

p2s
2Q

+ gkT ln s (3.35)

The variable s was interpreted by Nosé as a time-scaling variable. Hoover

switched back to real time by replacing pi in equation 3.35 with spi [72]. By

introducing the variable ξ = ps/Q, he eliminated the variable s from the equations
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of motion. Hoovers equations of motion were:

ṗi = Fi − ξpi (3.36)

ξ̇ =
2

Q

(

p2
i

2mi
− gkT

2

)

(3.37)

The alteration to the dynamics of the real system depends on the thermostat

variable, ξ, and the dynamics of ξ depends on the difference between the current

system kinetic energy and the desired system kinetic energy. Rewriting equation

3.36 in terms of velocity rather than momentum, we get:

v̇i =
Fi

mi
− ξvi (3.38)

At each time step in a simulation, the following calculation must be performed

by numerical integration:

vi(t+∆t) = vi(t) +

∫ t+∆t

t

Fi

mi
dt−

∫ t+∆t

t

−ξvidt (3.39)

This is easy to implement in existing molecular dynamics codes as the first integral

on the right hand side of equation 3.39 is the integral which is calculated in a

molecular dynamics simulation without a thermostat. To implement the Nosé-

Hoover Thermostat, the volocities can simply be adjusted at each time step by

adding a term, ∆vNose
i , to the velocity of each particle in the system. This term,

∆vNose
i , is simply the second integral term in equation 3.39:

∆vNose
i = −

∫ t+∆t

t

ξvidt (3.40)

The simulations presented in this thesis were performed using the MOLDY

molecular dynamics code (see section 3.7). In this code, the integral in equation

3.40 was calculated using the Euler method. The velocity adjustment operation

in the code at each tome step can therefore be represented as:

vadjusted
i (t) = vi(t) + ξvi(t)∆t (3.41)

where vadjusted
i (t) represents the velocity of particle i after its velocity has been
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adjusted by adding ∆vNose
i for the given time step. The equation of motion for

the thermostat variable, ξ, is also integrated using the Euler method in MOLDY.

At each time step the following calculation is performed:

ξ(t+∆t) = ξ(t) + ξ̇∆t (3.42)

where ξ̇ is simply calculated from equation 3.37.

The NVTp ensemble was used for most of the calculations reported in this thesis.

Whenever simulations are carried out at constant volume with a Nosé-Hoover

Thermostat implemented to preserve temperature, the simulation is carried out

in the NVTp ensemble.

3.6.2 NPEp and NPTp Ensembles

The Parrinello-Rahman method [74] can be used to create an NPEp ensemble,

in which the total number of atoms in the system, the pressure, the total energy,

and the total momentum of the system are conserved. When used in combination

with a Nosé-Hoover Thermostat, an NPTp ensemble is produced, in which the

number of atoms in the system is conserved as well as the pressure, temperature,

and total momentum of the system.

In this method we write the positions of all atoms in terms of fractional

coordinates αi, βi, and γi. The system cell containing the atoms is a parallelepiped

defined by three vectors a, b, and c. The real space coordinates of the atoms are

then given by:

ri = αia+ βib+ γic (3.43)

If we now define a boxmatrix, h, given by h = [a,b, c], and a fractional coordinate

vector si = (αi, βi, γi), the above relation simplifies to:

ri = hsi (3.44)

The 9 variables which make up the matrix h are now treated as additional degrees
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of freedom. The following Lagrangian is now proposed:

L =
1

2

N
∑

i=1

miṡ
′
ih

′hṡi −
N
∑

i=1

Φi({rj}) +
1

2
WTrḣ′ḣ− PV (3.45)

where P is the hydrostatic pressure and V is the volume of the system. Here Φi

is the potential energy of atom i and it is a funtion of the set of the set of all

atomic positions which is denoted {rj}. h′ and s′ denote the transposes of h and

s respectively. From this we can use the Lagrangian equation to get the following

equations of motion:

s̈i = −
∑

j 6=i

m−1
i

(

1

rij

dΦi({rj})
drij

)

(si − sj)−G−1Ġṡi (3.46)

Wḧ = (Π− P )V h′−1 (3.47)

Here Π is a matrix whose components, Παβ , are given by:

V Παβ =
∑

i

mivi,αvi,β −
∂Φ

∂hαδ
h′
δβ (3.48)

where G = h′h. Here vi,α and vi,β are components of the velocity of particle i

and thus:

vi,α = hα,δṡi,δ (3.49)

where ṡi,δ is the δ component of the ṡ vector. Note that in the last two equations

we have assumed the convention of implicit summation over repeated indices.

The Hamiltonian for this system is:

H =
1

2

N
∑

i=1

miṡ
′
ih

′hṡi +
N
∑

i=1

N
∑

j>i

Φ(rij) +
1

2
WTrḣ′ḣ + PV (3.50)

At temperature, T, the term containing W contributes just 9/2kBT to the total

Hamiltonian while the the atomic degrees of freedom contribute 3N/2kBT . The
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W term is therefore negligible and the Hamiltonian can be approximated as the

enthalpy of the system:

H ≈ H = E + PV (3.51)

In the MOLDY code, the equations of motion (i.e. equations 3.46 and 3.47)

are integrated using the velocity Verlet algorithm described in section 3.4. The

variables si and ṡi are calculated via the following steps:

1. Values of ṡi at time t+∆t are then calculated:

si(t+∆t) = si(t) + ṡi(t)∆t +
1

2
s̈i(t)∆t2 (3.52)

2. The values of ṡi at time t +∆t/2 are calculated:

si(t+∆t/2) = ṡi(t) +
1

2
a(t)∆t (3.53)

3. For each atom s̈i is calculated at time t +∆t using equation 3.46.

4. The values of ṡi(t +∆t) are then calculated:

ṡi(t+∆t) = ṡi(t+∆t/2) +
1

2
s̈i(t +∆t)∆t (3.54)

The time evolution of the components of the boxmatrix, h, are computed in the

same manner with equation 3.47 used in step 3 to compute ḧ.

For the work presented in this thesis, the NPTp ensemble was occasionally used

to allow systems to relax to their equilibrium volume and shape at a given

temperature. Whenever a simulation is carried out at constant pressure and

a Nosé-Hoover Thermostat is used to preserve temperature, then the simulation

is carried out in the NPTp ensemble.

3.7 Software

Many different molecular dynamics software packages now exist for simulating

large systems. Some commonly used codes include LAMMPS and DL POLY.
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These codes are general purpose and are parallelised with MPI for use on

distributed memory multicore machines.

In this thesis we use the MOLDY molecular dynamics program developed by

Ackland et al [75]. MOLDY has been developed specifically for the purpose of

simulating metals using Finnis Sinclair potentials or the embedded atom method

type potentials developed by Daw and Baskes. The code is written in Fortran

and is parallelised using OpenMP. This allows the code to run in parallel on a

shared memory multicore machine.

A number of imaging and analysis software packages were also used in this thesis.

The software used included BallViewer[76], Atomeye[77], and Ovito[78].

BallViewer is a software package specifically designed to read and image output

files from MOLDY. Ackland-Jones analysis (see section 3.8.1) is built in to the

software allowing for crystalline structures to be identified in the display. The

system can be rotated and viewed with or without perspective. BallViewer is

written in Java and can be downloaded as a jar file for use on multiple platforms.

Atomeye is a widely used imaging package developed by Ju Li. Centrosymmetry

analysis is built in to the code allowing defects to be viewed easily. The package

can run on most UNIX platforms and it is capable of rendering systems larger

than a million atoms in size with little loss in performance.

Ovito is another imaging package developed by Alexander Stukowski. The

package features a wide range of analysis tools including centrosymmetry analysis

and Ackland-Jones structure identification. Ovito can also be used to create

vector displacement maps displaying vector displacements of individual atoms

between different points in a simulation. Ovito can read a large number of input

file formats including LAMMPS dump files. The software can be downloaded for

both Windows and Linux platforms.

3.8 Analysis Techniques

Here we present a list of techniques used in this thesis for the analyses of

crystalline molecular dynamics samples. Such analyses techniques are usually

used to produce visualisations which illustrate clearly defects, deformation

mechanisms, and structural features in a sample. There are many practical details
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to consider when creating an effective visualisation which clearly demonstrates

the features of the system which you are trying to reveal. Certain software

packages and analysis algorithms can take a long time to implement when using

large samples. In addition to this subtle differences in analysis techniques and in

the graphical features of the various software packages can result in significant

differences in the quality of the visualisation. For these reasons a variety of

different analysis techniques are used in this thesis.

3.8.1 Ackland-Jones Crystal Identification Method

Figure 3.3 〈111〉 stacking faults in fcc Cu. Since the local stacking sequence
changes, stacking fault planes are identified as hcp by the Ackland-
Jones method. Here blue atoms are fcc and purple atoms are hcp.
Red atoms are those which cannot be assigned a crystal structure as
they are bordering vacancies.

The method of crystal identification developed by Ackland and Jones [76] is

an heuristic algorithm which can distinguish hcp, fcc, and bcc structures in an

MD system. The algorithm is based on near neighbour characteristics as well

as the angular distribution functions for different crystal structures. Although

the samples analysed in this thesis are mostly of a single crystal structure, the

Ackland-Jones method was used to detect defect atoms which generally are not

assigned a crystal structure. The Ackland-Jones method can also be used to

clearly distinguish amorphous regions from crystalline regions in a sample. This

analysis can easily be applied to a sample using the BallViewer visualisation

software.

The angular distribution function is a frequency distribution of the cosine of

angles formed by an atom, i, and any two of its nearest neighbours, j and k.
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Table 3.1 Table illustrating the bins of cos θijk used during the analysis. The
populations of each bin, χl, for ideal crystals of bcc, fcc, and hcp are
shown where r2ij, r

2
jk < 1.45r20. Data taken from [76]

bin no. lower bound upper bound χl for ideal crystal
(l) (cos θijk) (cos θijk) bcc fcc hcp
0 -1.0 -0.945 7 6 3
1 -0.945 -0.915 0 0 0
2 -0.915 -0.755 0 0 6
3 -0.755 -0.705 36 24 21
4 -0.195 0.195 12 12 12
5 0.195 0.245 0 0 0
6 0.245 0.795 36 24 24
7 0.795 1.0 0 0 0

The angle cosine formed by these three atoms is then denoted θijk. The range of

cos θijk is now divided into eight bins labelled by a number, l, which runs from

0 to 7. The fact that the range of cos θijk is divided into this many bins has no

apparent physical significance. It is an heuristic feature of the algorithm. The

number of atom combinations whose value of cos θijk falls into each bin is denoted

χl. The values of χi for ideal lattices are summarised in table 3.1

The following indices are also used to distinguish different structures:

δbcc =
0.35χ4

χ5 + χ6 + χ7 − χ4

(3.55)

δCP = 0.61|1− χ6

24
| (3.56)

δfcc = 0.61
|χ0 + χ1 − 6|+ χ2

6
(3.57)

δhcp =
1

12
(|χ0 − 3|+ |χ0 + χ1 + χ2 + χ3 − 9|) (3.58)

The algorithm is then summarised as follows:
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1. Calculate mean squared separation, r20, for six nearest atoms to i, where:

r20 =

6
∑

j=1

r2ij
6

(3.59)

2. Find N0 near neighbours for which r2ij < 1.45r20 and N1 neighbours for which

r2ij < 1.55r20.

3. Calculate cos θjik for all combinations of atom i with near neighbours j and

k. There are N0(N0−1)
2

different combinations.

4. Find χi from reference table 3.1 using cos θjik data.

5. If N0 < 11 or if χ0 > 0 then structure of atom i is unassigned.

6. If χ0 = 7 atom is bcc. If χ0 = 6 atom is fcc. If χ0 = 3 atom is hcp.

7. Calculate δbcc, δCP , δfcc, and δhcp.

8. If none of these δ values are less than 0.1 then the structure is unassigned.

9. If δbcc < δCP and 10 < N1 < 13 then the atom is assigned a bcc structure.

10. If N0 > 12 then the structure is unassigned. If N0 ≤ 12 then the structure

is hcp if δhcp < δfcc and is fcc if δfcc < δhcp.

Figure 3.3 shows in an image of 〈111〉 stacking faults in fcc Cu. The change

in stacking sequence due to these stacking faults mean that the atoms in the

stacking fault planes are recognised as hcp atoms.

3.8.2 Neighbour List Comparison

In this thesis we employ neighbour list comparisons to detect slip planes in

deformed crystals. This involves collecting lists of nearest neighbour atoms for

each atom in the initial undeformed system. Neighbour lists are also collected for

the deformed system and the lists are compared. Atoms for which the neighbour

list has changed significantly can be recorded in an output file and can be viewed

using imaging software. This technique can be used to detect slip planes as when

a slip event occurs, the neighbour lists for all atoms on the active slip plane

will change. The technique is effective at picking out slip planes in fcc crystals.
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However, in bcc crystals it is sometimes difficult to detect slip planes, particularly

when the crystal is elastically strained. This is due to the fact that the distance

from a given atom in a bcc crystal to one of its nearest neighbours is close to the

distance to a second nearest neighbour. As a result of this, thermal motion of

atoms and elastic strain fields can cause second nearest neighbours to be detected

as one of the nearest neighbours during the neighbour list collection.

Changes in neighbour lists can be used as a general metric of local plasticity. The

regions where plastic deformation occurs in a system will generally contain more

atoms for which the neighbour list has changed. In the work presented in this

thesis, this technique was used to detect slip planes and regions in a a crystal

which had turned amorphous during deformation. The technique is easy to use

in combination with any visualisation software as it is relatively straightforward

to write code which will apply the technique to a simulation output file.

This technique has previously been used by Galloway and Ackland to detect

vacancies in radiation damage simulations [79].

3.8.3 Centrosymmetry Parameter

Many crystal structures, such as bcc and fcc, exhibit central symmetry about

any atom in the lattice. This means that for every near neighbour of a given

atom, there is also a near neighbour located in the exact opposite direction from

the central atom. The vectors connecting the central atom to these two near

neighbours will sum to zero. This is illustrated in a bcc lattice in figure 3.4.

The figure shows two vectors, a and b, pointing to near neighbours on opposite

sides of the central atom. As a consequence of central symmetry a + b = 0.

The centrosymmetry parameter was designed to take advantage of this feature

of fcc and bcc crystals. The parameter was constructed so that it would be

zero in a crystal with perfect central symmetry and would increase in magnitude

when defects are introduced which break the central symmetry of the crystal in

a specific region.

The original centrosymmetry parameter, ci, introduced by Kelchner et al [80] is
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Figure 3.4 Vectors (a and b) connecting an atom in a bcc lattice to two of its
nearest neighbours. The central atom is coloured red and the near
neighbours are black. These vectors point to near neighbours on
opposite sides of the central atom. The bcc lattice exhibits central
symmetry about any atom in the lattice. As a consequence a = −b.
For each near neighbour of the central atom there is a near neighbour
on the opposite side. The vectors connecting the central atom to two
such atoms will always sum to zero.

defined as:

ci =

N/2
∑

j=1

|Rj +Rj+N

2

|2 (3.60)

The parameter is defined for all atoms (indexed by the letter i) in a system. Here

the Ri and Ri+N

2

are vectors connecting opposite nearest neighbours in an fcc or

bcc lattice and N is the number of nearest neighbours for the crystal structure in

question. For a perfect fcc or bcc crystal, the centrosymmetry parameter will be

equal to zero. Deviations from central symmetry caused by elastic strain fields,

thermal motion of atoms, or defects in the material will result in atoms with non-

zero centrosymmetry parameters. There will be a characteristic value for atoms

on different types of defects within a specific material. Using imaging software we

can display only atoms with centrosymmetry parameters within a specific range

or colour atoms according to their centrosymmetry values.

The characteristic values of ci for various defects in a specific crystal structure will

not be the same for different materials. As one can see from equation 3.60, the

values of ci depend not just on the type of defect but also on the lattice constant

for the material. We can define a normalised centrosymmetry parameter which

will give more or less the same values for a given defect in any material with the
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same crystal structure. The normalised centrosymmetry parameter is defined as:

cn,i =

N/2
∑

j=1

|Rj +Rj+N

2

|2

2
N
∑

j=1

|Rj |2
(3.61)

This parameter is dimensionless and is always valued between zero and one. By

including only atoms with centrosymmetry values in a specific range, it is possible

to pick out different defects in a sample. In this thesis, the centrosymmetry

parameter is used to detect dislocation lines, twin boundaries, grain boundaries,

and amorphous regions in crystals. This analysis technique can easily be

implemented using the Atomeye visualisation software package. The range of

defects which can be identified using this metric makes it very useful for getting

a comprehensive overview of defects in a sample. However, samples with a high

density of defects and nanocrystalline samples can appear cluttered and individual

defects can therefore be difficult to distinguish.

Calculating the centrosymmetry parameter for an atom is not a trivial process as

there is no obvious way of determining which atoms are opposite near neighbours

for a given atom. The normalised centrosymmetry parameter is implemented in

the Atomeye using the following algorithm:

1. Pick the N closest atoms to the atom in question. These atoms are identified

by the index j. These atoms are arranged in ascending order according to

their distance to the central atom, |Rj |.

2. Take the closest atom the central atom located at |R1| relative to the central
atom. Now search through the other N − 1 neighbours for the atom, j′,

which minimizes:

D̃j′ ≡ |R1 +Rj |2 (3.62)

3. Remove atoms 1 and j′ and repeat step 2 until the values forD1, D2, . . . , DN/2

have been calculated. The normalised centrosymmetry parameter can then

be calculated from:

cn,i =

mi/2
∑

k=1

Dk

2
mi
∑

j=1

|dj |2
(3.63)
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By removing atoms with close to zero centrosymmetry from the system in

question, we can observe many defects in the system at the same time.

Figure 3.5 shows dislocations and twin boundaries in a system of bcc Fe

revealed by analysis of the centrosymmetry parameter.

Figure 3.5 (a) A block of bcc Fe containing twin boundaries and dislocations
with atoms coloured by centrosymmetry parameter. (b) The same
system where atoms with centrosymmetry parameter close to zero
removed.

3.8.4 Common Neighbour Analysis

Common neighbour analysis (CNA) is a method for identifying local crystal

structure [81, 82]. The technique was not used in this thesis directly. However,

CNA is performed as part of the Dislocation Extraction algorithm presented in

the next section. We include details of the CNA here for completeness. In the

CNA method, pairs of atoms in the crystal are characterised by three indices.

Each pair of atoms in the system produces a set of indices and the distribution of

these sets of indices is compared to a reference table to determine the structure.

The distinguishing indices are:

1. The number of common neighbours shared by the pair of atoms.

2. The number of near neighbour relationships among the common neighbours.

3. The number of bonds in the longest continuous chain of bonds which can

be formed from these common neighbours.
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Table 3.2 CNA signatures for hcp, fcc, and bcc structures.

fcc hcp bcc
12 × (421) 6 × (421) 8 × (666)

6 × (422) 6 × (444)

For each atom in a sample, indices are collected for all atom pairs consisting of

the atom in question and another atom within a specific cutoff distance of the

atom in question. For fcc and hcp structures, this cutoff distance is set to be

half way between the distance to a first nearest neighbour and the distance to

a second nearest neighbour. For bcc structures, the cutoff distance is half way

between the distance to a second nearest neighbour and the distance to a third

nearest neighbour. The distribution of indices is then compared to a reference

table to determine the crystal structure. Table 3.2 shows the indices for various

difference crystal structures in the CNA.

3.8.5 Dislocation Extraction Algorithm

The dislocation extraction algorithm is a tool for detecting dislocations and grain

boundaries in molecular dynamics systems [83]. The technique was used in

the work presented in this thesis as in addition to producing visualisations of

dislocation lines and grain boundaries, the algorithm also determines the Burgers

vector for each dislocation line. It should be noted that for large samples with a

million or more atoms, it can take several minutes to process a single simulation

output file. This can make this technique cumbersome to use if output files

corresponding to many different points in time in a simulation have to be analysed.

A code which implements this algorithm is available from Alexander Stukowski

of Darmstadt University of Technology [83]. This code produces an output which

can easily be visualised using the ParaView visualisation package. When DXA

is performed on a system, an output is generated containing dislocation lines for

each dislocation segment in the sample as well as their associated Burgers vectors.

Performing CNA allows defect atoms to be identified and separated from

crystalline atoms. This is illustrated in figure 3.6. Atoms in the dislocation

core are identified as defect atoms. However some atoms are identified as not

being crystalline by CNA despite sitting on lattice sites. These are designated

as interface atoms and are defined as any atoms not identified as crystalline by

CNA which have at least one crystalline atom among their nearest neighbours.
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Figure 3.6 Illustration showing classification of atoms in a crystal. The CNA
categorises atoms as being crystalline or defect atoms. Atoms
categorised as defect atoms which have at least one crystalline atom
in their list of near neighbours are then designated as interface
atoms. Image taken from paper by Stukowski and Albe [83]

As the CNA is performed, lists of nearest neighbour atoms are collected and

stored for each atom. Using this neighbour list data, one can map the atoms

from a crystalline cluster in the input file to a corresponding location on an ideal

reference lattice. This reference lattice is an ideal lattice i.e. one where atoms

sit exactly on lattice sites and atoms are separated exactly by combinations of

lattice basis vectors. In this way we remove any complications in the analysis

caused by thermal motion of atoms and elastic strain fields.

To demonstrate how the near neighbour data can be used to map atoms from the

input crystal to the reference lattice consider the case of a bcc crystal. During

CNA, a list of 14 atoms consisting of the nearest neighbours and second nearest

neighbours is generated for each atom. Figure 3.7 shows an atom in a bcc

crystal along with its nearest and second nearest neighbours. By looking at

the neighbour list for each of the atoms in the neighbour list of the central atom

we can derive much information with respect to their positions in the reference

crystal. We know which atoms in the neighbour list of the central atom are second

nearest neighbours as these atoms only share four atoms with the central atom.

Each second nearest neighbour is uniquely defined by the four nearest neighbours

it shares with the central atom. We can now assign an arbitrary crystalline

orientation to the reference lattice and calculate the lattice vectors connecting

each atom to its neighbours. We can now move set one of the second nearest

neighbours as a new central atom and repeat this analysis. Note that when

we repeat the analysis, we do not set the orientation of the reference crystal as
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arbitrary anymore. The orientation is inherited from the previous step.

Figure 3.7 Illustration of first and second nearest neighbours in a bcc crystal.
The central atom is coloured red. First nearest neighbours are blue
and second nearest neighbours are cloured black.

As this analysis is performed the lattice vectors in the reference lattice connecting

each atom to its neighbours are recorded in memory. We therefore have the

following stored in memory at this point in the algorithm:

� a list of neighbours for each atom in the sample.

� the relative lattice vectors connecting each atom to each of its neighbours

in the reference lattice.

From figure 3.6, one can see that a surface mesh made up of interface atoms will

enclose any dislocation line in the sample. This surface mesh traces the dislocation

line allowing the shape of the line to be printed in the output. A Burgers circuit

can now be formed consisting of vectors connecting neighbouring atoms which are

located on this mesh surface of interface atoms. In this manner the Burgers vector

of a dislocation can be calculated. Full details of the dislocation line tracing and

Burgers vector calculation can be found in appendix A.

A code for running the DXA algorithm and more information on the algorithm

can be found at dxa.ovito.org. Outputs from this code can be imaged using the

ParaView software package. An example of an output viewed in ParaView is

shown in figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8 Figure showing typical DXA output displayed in ParaView. (a)
Image taken with BallViewer showing a nanocrystalline sample.
Atoms are coloured by centrosymmery parameter. (b) The same
sample images with DXA and ParaView. Each grain is represented
by a blue surface. (c) A cross section of the graphic in (b). Red
lines are dislocation lines.

3.8.6 Atomic strain

The atomic strain tensor [84] is a metric which identifies regions where there

is local plastic deformation. It was used in this thesis mainly to identify slip

planes in simulations. The technique is easily implemented using either Atomeye

or OVITO. This tensor is defined for each atom in the sample. The atomic

strain for each atom is computed by comparing relative positions in a deformed

system with those in an undeformed reference system. Here we represent the

distance between two atoms in the deformed system by the row vector dij. The

corresponding vectors in the reference system are represented by the row vectors
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d0
ij A matrix, Ji is defined as the one for which the following is minimised:

∑

j∈Ni

|d0
ijJi − dij|2 (3.64)

where Ni is the coordination of atom i. Ji is the matrix which best maps the

transformation:

{d0
ij} → {dij} (3.65)

Ji is therefore the matrix which best maps neighbouring atoms in the deformed

system to their positions in the undeformed system. In this sense in is similar to

a strain tensor in a continuous system.

The quantity in equation 3.64 is minimised when Ji is given by [84]:

Ji =

(

Ni
∑

j

d0T
ij d

0
ij

)−1( Ni
∑

j

d0T
ij dij

)

(3.66)

From this the atomic strain tensor, ηi, is defined for each atom as:

ηi =
1

2

(

JiJ
T
i − I

)

(3.67)

A metric, ηsheari , is used to measure local shear strain and this is defined as:

ηsheari =

√

η2yz + η2xz + η2xy +
(ηyy − ηzz)

2 + (ηxx − ηzz)
2 + (ηxx − ηyy)

2

6
(3.68)

This metric has been found to be a good measure of local plastic shear

deformation. Figure 3.9 shows how slip planes and twinned regions of a crystal

can be revealed using atomic strain as a metric.

3.8.7 Summary of Analysis Techniques

In this section we have presented various analysis techniques used to identify

defects and deformation mechanisms in simulated crystalline samples. The

centrosymmetry parameter and the dislocation extraction algorithm can be used

to identify dislocations and grain boundaries. The Ackland-Jones method is

used to determine crystal structures and disordered regions in simulated systems.

Neighbour list analysis and atomic strain analysis can be used to identify local

plastic deformation in samples. These techniques are summarised in table 3.3.
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Table 3.3 Table summarising various analysis techniques used in this thesis.

Analysis Technique Description
Centrosymmetry Parameter Can detect any defect by measuring deviations from

central symmetry for each atom in a sample. Can
be implemented quickly and easily when using the
Atomeye visualisaton package. Can be used to get
a complete overview of defects present in a sample.
However, nanocrystalline samples and samples with a
high density of defects can appear cluttered making
individual defects hard to distinguish.

Dislocation Extraction Al-
gorithm (DXA)

Detects dislocations, twin boundaries, and grain
boundaries in a sample. Burgers vectors are computed
and returned in the output for each dislocation line.
Computing time can make this technique cumbersome
when analysing large samples.

Atomic Strain Metric which measures local strain in a sample. Can be
used to identify slip planes and is easily implemented in
Atomeye and OVITO.

Neighbour list Comparison Measures local plasticity by measuring changes in
near neighbours for each atom between two points
in time during a simulation. This metric can be
intuitively understood and can be easily used to create
visualisations with almost any visualisation software.
Slip planes can be difficult to determine when using this
metric on bcc samples.

Ackland-Jones Crystal
Identification

Technique primarily used for determining the crystal
structures present in a sample. Can be used to clearly
illustrate crystalline and amorphous regions in a sample.
This technique is easily implemented using BallViewer.
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Figure 3.9 Compressed block of Fe coloured according to atomic shear strain.
Slip lines and twinned regions are clearly visible.
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Chapter 4

Spurious Behaviour in Simulations

of Nanowire Plasticity

4.1 Introduction

Molecular dynamics simulations are commonly used in the study of plasticity in

metals [27, 85–92]. Nanowires and nanopillars are often the basis of these studies

due to their small size and an abundance of related experimental research. [4, 93–

97] However, length scale limitations in Molecular Dynamics simulations prohibit

one from practically simulating anything on length scales larger than tens of

nanometers. This results in nanopillar simulations often being compared with

experiments on much larger nanopillars or micropillars [96, 98]. In addition to

this, strain rates applied in MD simulations are far higher than those studied

experimentally. This can make it difficult to reproduce experimentally observed

plasticity behaviour in simulations. However as experimental and computational

techniques progress, molecular dynamics simulations are being performed on

larger length scales and experimental nanopillar samples are becoming smaller.

A recent study by Jang et al [95] involved molecular dynamics simulations and

experiments at the same length scale.

MD simulations can also be sensitive to technical details such as choice of

integration algorithms or use of periodic boundary conditions [99, 100]. In

addition to this, one must take care when creating a complicated input system.

It is inevitable that the construction of the input configuration can result in the
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system being out of equilibrium, which will affect the outcome of the simulation,

as it will show a transformation to the equilibrium state rather than a response

to external forces. For example it is essential to remove vibrations in the sample

caused by starting with a slightly different lattice parameter to the equilibrium

value even if one starts with a stable configuration.

In the case of simulations of nanopillars, the input system has a large surface

area and lack of surface stability in particular could therefore have a considerable

effect on the simulation results. Many studies of MD simulations of nanopillars

have now been published and in most cases the choice of crystallographic surface

planes on the pillars seems to be arbitrary [93, 96, 97, 101–103]. Most commonly,

pillars are created to have square or circular cross sections with less concern for

how the choice of crystallographic surfaces might affect the results. However,

given the high surface to volume ratio in simulated nanopillars, one might

expect that higher energy surfaces on the faces of these nanopillars would have

a disproportionate effect on the outcome of the simulation in comparison with

experiments. These configurations are metastable and may retain their structure

under static relaxation. Under the influence of applied stresses, however, surface

reconstrucions may occur to bring the system to a more stable state. It is

worth noting that the surface energy is higher than the the energy of the

defects which cause plasticity and for that reason surface instabilities may have

a disproportionate impact on the behaviour of the system.

Surfaces of as-synthesised crystals often contain facets or other surface recon-

structions. These surfaces will often reconstruct or facet so that only close

packed planes are exposed on the surface [104–109]. Ackland et al showed that,

under compression, nanopillars with {100} surfaces deformed by recrystallization

assisted by surface reconstruction in MD simulations[75].

Here we present some results from MD simulations of Fe nanopillars showing that

the manner in which one applies strain in the simulations and the surface stability

of the faces of the pillars can significantly affect the simulation results. We

demonstrate that implementing strain by rescaling the coordinates periodically

leads to conservation of net momentum in the system and consequently constrains

the plasticity behaviour. We also find that surface stability has a significant effect

on the plasticity behaviour. Pillars with {100} surfaces deformed by turning

amorphous in the deformed region. Pillars with close packed {110} surfaces

deformed by slip and twinning. In addition to this we find that performing the

simulation at temperatures high enough to cause wetting on the surfaces of the
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pillars results in the pillars deforming by amorphization.

4.2 Results

4.2.1 Momentum conservation effects

In this section we show that enforcing momentum conservation on a nanopillar

has dramatic and spurious effects on the results.

We constructed a pillar with a square cross-section as seen in figure 4.1. The

pillar had approximate dimensions of 4.3 nm × 4.3 nm × 34.3 nm and contained

50520 atoms. Typical nanopillars fabricated for experiments have diameters of

100nm or more [40, 43]. However, computing times for nanopillars of these sizes

are prohibitively large. The side faces of the pillar were {100} type faces and the

pillar were compressed in the [001] direction. Periodic boundary conditions were

applied along the z axis to simulate a long continuous pillar.

Prior to loading, the pillar was heated to 300K by running a simulation for 50

picoseconds with a Nosé-Hoover thermostat[72, 73]. This heating was carried

out to bring the pillar to a state in which the atomic displacements relative to

their equilibrium positions reflected those of a pillar at 300K. The rest of the

simulation was also carried out at 300K. Uniaxial strain was applied by rescaling

the atomic coordinates in the direction of loading by 0.05% at 200 femtosecond

intervals. The resulting strain rate is 2.5×109 s−1. Such large strain rates are

necessary in molecular dynamics simulations due to the small time scales involved.

Typical strain rates in nanopillar compression experiments are between 10−6 s−1

and 10−3 s−1 [40, 44]. This is a common means by which strain is applied in

MD simulations. Simulations were carried out using the MOLDY molecular

dynamics code[75]. The potential function used was that developed by Hepburn

and Ackland [65].

Figure 4.2(a) shows this pillar after strain of 26%. The pillar has buckled due to

the applied strain. Figure 4.2(b) shows a plot of the normal component of the

stress on top surface of the MD cell vs strain. This is simply the component σzz of

the virial stress tensor defined in equation 3.18. The top and bottom surfaces of

the MD cell measure 8.57 nm × 8.57 nm. We measure this stress rather than the

stress at the top of the pillar as the cross sectional area of the pillar is variable and
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difficult to define. This graph shows a rise in stress as strain is applied followed

by a sudden drop when the pillar begins to buckle. No plastic deformation takes

place and the stress in the pillar increases linearly prior to buckling. The stress

shows small periodic increases and decreases in stress giving the graph in figure

4.2(b) a jagged texture. This is due to the strain increments applied during the

simulation.

The shape of the pillar in figure 4.2(a) is, unusually, an ”S“ shape. This is

quite an unusual morphology. In experiments on nanowires and on macroscale

structures such as metal beams, buckled structures form a ”C” shape [110–112].

This discrepancy between experiments and simulations is due to the way in which

strain was applied. At each strain increment the z component of the atoms were

all rescaled uniformly. Each atom movement resulted in an additional force on

the moved atom due to all other atoms in the pillar and an equal but opposite

additional force on all other atoms due to the moved atom. For this reason, strain

increments do not change the net momentum of the pillar. The formation of a

”C” shape buckle requires motion of the centre of mass of the system. This is not

possible if the overall momentum of the system is constrained to be zero. Instead,

as the pillar buckles, atoms in the upper half of the pillar move in the opposite

direction to those in the lower half to compensate for any momentum change. In

this way the pillar bends into an ”S“ shape.

Figure 4.1 Image of pillar prior to being strained. The pillar has been heated
to 300K by coupling to a Nose-Hoover thermostat for 50 ps. Atoms
are coloured according to centrosymmetry parameter. This pillar had
{100} type side faces and the compression direction was [001]

One can allow net momentum to change in the pillar by constraining some atoms

in the pillar. These constrained atoms act as a source of external forces to the

system.

We repeated the simulation detailed above after constraining atoms within a

distance of 1.7 nm from either end of the pillar. Since the constrained atoms
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Figure 4.2 (a)Image of buckled pillar following a strain of 26%. The method of
applying strain causes total momentum in the pillar to be conserved.
This results in the pillar buckling to form an ”S“ shape. Atoms
are coloured according to the Ackland-Jones identification technique.
Blue atoms represent bcc atoms while all other colours represent
atoms which have been misidentified due to the presence of defects
or surfaces. (b) Plot of stress normal to the upper surface of the
MD cell vs. strain. The large drop in stress is the point at which the
pillar begins to buckle.

do not move, we are effectively applying external forces to each of them in

order to keep them in place. This allowed the remaining atoms in the system

to acquire non-zero total momentum during the simulation. This pillar now

had 4856 constrained atoms and 45664 unconstrained atoms. Periodic boundary

conditions were no longer imposed in the simulation. All other simulation details

were the same as before.

Figure 4.3(a) shows an image of this pillar following a strain of 26%. The pillar

deforms through amorphisation and slip and buckles to form a more typical ”C“

shape. The stress and strain values at the point at which which buckling occurs

are lower than that in the previous simulation as there are fewer constraints on

how the buckling occurs. The ”C” buckle requires less stress to occur and stress

therefore rises more in the previous simulation where the ”C“ buckle is prohibited

by the simulation conditions.

It is worth noting that many published studies have implemented strain on

nanowires in such a way that momentum is conserved in the system [3, 93, 94,

97, 102, 113–118].
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Figure 4.3 (a)Image of pillar with {100} faces containing constrained atoms at
the ends following a strain of 26%. Constrained atoms are a source
of external forces in the system and total momentum in the pillar
is therefore no longer conserved. Pillar now buckles to form a more
common ”C” shape. Atoms are coloured according to the Ackland-
Jones identification technique. Blue atoms represent bcc atoms while
all other colours represent atoms which have been misidentified due
to the presence of defects or surfaces. (b) Plot of stress normal to the
upper surface of the MD cell vs. strain. The peak stress in the pillar
is now lower as the shape of the buckle is no longer constrained.

4.2.2 Creating nanopillars with unstable surfaces

In this section we show that starting the simulation with metastable surfaces

leads to a spurious deformation mechanism.

Further investigation of the ”C“ buckle simulation detailed in the previous

reveals that the region near the buckle point turns amorphous as the pillar

buckles. Figure 4.4 shows images of the pillar following a strain of 18%. At

this point the pillar has begun to buckle. Images of the inside of the pillar in

the amorphous region and centrosymmetry parameter analysis show that the

region is amorphous. There is some heat localization in the amorphous region

but it is difficult to say whether or not the amorphous region is above the melting

temperature as temperature is not easily defined for such small numbers of atoms.

In order to test whether or not constructing a pillar with {100} surfaces affects

how the pillar deforms, we performed a similar simualation with a pillar of similar

dimensions. This time the pillar was constructed with stable {110} faces. This

pillar had approximate dimensions of 8.0 nm × 8.0 nm × 34.3 nm. Atoms within

a distance of 1.7 nm from each end of the pillar were constrained. The pillar
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Figure 4.4 (a) Pillar with {100} faces following strain of 18%. The
bulged region near the centre has deformed plastically by turning
amorphous. (b) The same pillar showing only atoms high
centrosymmetry parameter. The loss of central symmetry in the
deformed region indicates that this region has turned amorphous. (c)
Plot of kinetic energy vs positional z component for each atom in the
pillar. There is some heat localization in the amorphous region of the
pillar. (d) Image showing the inside of the inside of the amorphous
region. The location of this cross section is indicated by the red frame
in (a). Atoms coloured according to centrosymmetry parameter.

consequently contained 3307 constrained atoms and 49613 unconstrained atoms.

These constrained atoms form plates at either end of the pillar. These plates

effectively allow external forces to be applied to the system and confine the

unconstrained atoms in between the plates. When uniaxial strain is applied

to the pillar, the plates act much like an indenter in a micropillar compression

experiment. Plates of constrained atoms such as this shall be referred to as

indenter plates in the remainder of this thesis. Periodic boundary conditions

were not applied in this simulation as the indenter plates necessarily break the

periodicity.
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Compression of the pillar was carried out as in the previous simulations. Prior to

loading the pillar was heated to 300K by running a simulation for 50 picoseconds

with a Nosé-Hoover thermostat[72, 73]. Uniaxial strain was applied by moving the

indenter plates and rescaling the atomic coordinates for all atoms in the direction

of loading by 0.05% at 200 femtosecond intervals. The resulting strain rate is

2.5×109 s−1. Simply moving the indenter plates incrementally and allowing the

unconstrained atoms in the system to react to the new indenter positions might

seem like the most appropriate way of representing a nanopillar compression

experiment in a simulation. However, as the strain is applied incrementally, there

will be a discontinuity in the stress and strain immediately below the indenter

plates following each strain increment when applying strain in this way. This

results in the propagation of shock waves in the system which are simulation

artefacts. Similar techniques are in fact used to intentionally create shock waves in

simulations [119, 120]. Applying strain by incrementally rescaling the coordinates

of all atoms in the system (rather than just the indenter plate atoms) allows one

to avoid creating shock waves in the system.

Figure 4.5(a) shows the pillar following a strain of 18%. Unlike the pillar with

{100} faces, this pillar has not yet buckled at 18% strain. All plastic deformation

has taken place at the ends of the pillars via dislocation glide with dislocations

nucleated from the edges of the pillar. The pillar eventually buckles as seen in

figure 4.5(c). No region of the pillar turns amorphous at any point during the

compression.

The change in plasticity behaviour in this pillar from the pillar with {100} surfaces
may be due to the fact that {100} surfaces have a higher surfaces energy than

{110} surfaces. Figure 4.6 shows the energy per atom vs. strain for the nanopillar

with {100} faces and that of the nanopillar with {110} faces calculated by static

relaxation. This graph samples only small elastic strains so a buckling event is

not visible on the graph. Overall the energy per atom of the energy per atom in

the pillar with {100} faces is about 0.01 eV greater than that of the pillar with

{110} faces. The energy difference between a single atom on a {100} surface was

found to be 0.11 eV greater than that on a {110} surface.

Many previous studies of nanopillar and nanowire plasticity have used pillars with

high energy surfaces such as {100} [3, 93, 97, 102, 113–118, 121].
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Figure 4.5 (a)Pillar with {110} faces following a compressive strain of 18%.
No amorphous region is present. Deformed regions at the ends of
the pillars have deformed by dislocation glide. (b) Image showing
the inside of one of the deformed regions in (a). Atoms are coloured
according to the Ackland-Jones identification technique. Blue atoms
represent bcc atoms while all other colours represent atoms which
have been misidentified due to the presence of defects or surfaces.
The location of this cross section is indicated by the red frame in
(a). (c) Image of pillar with {110} faces following a strain of 33%.
Again, no amorphous region is present.

4.2.3 Pillar Compression at 1200K

Surface premelting occurs in MD simulations and can affect how deformation

occurs, in particular when surface area is large in comparison to volume. Here

we present results from a simulation of a pillar compression carried out at 1200K.

The melting temperature for the potential used was 1750K [65].

This system consisted of a pillar with a square cross-section in between two

”indenter plates” as seen in figure 4.7(a). The pillars had approximate dimensions

of 5.8 nm × 5.8 nm× 15.4 nm and contained 45513 atoms. The sample is confined

by indenter plates, each containing 9901 atoms (12.1 nm × 12.1 nm × 0.9 nm),

Movement of indenter plate atoms is constrained in order to apply external forces.

This allowed total momentum of the system to change during the simulation. The

side faces of the pillar were {110} type faces, which are the most stable surfaces

for bcc materials.
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Figure 4.6 Plot of energy per atom vs strain for pillar with {110} surfaces
(black) and {100} surfaces (red). Here negative strain implies
tension and positive strain implies compression relative to the bulk
lattice parameter. The minimum energy of each wire does not occur
exactly at zero strain due to surface tension in the nanopillars.
Note that this graph shows data for small elastic strains. There is
therefore no sudden drops in energy due to bursts of plasticity such
as buckling events.

Figure 4.7 shows how heating of this pillar causes premelting on the surfaces. The

pillar was heated by coupling to a Nosé-Hoover thermostat at 1200K. Following 50

ps of heating, the pillars show some surface premelting. The simulations detailed

previously in this chapter, in contrast, showed no surface premelting following 50

ps of heating at 300K. After 1 ns of heating the cross section of the pillar has

rounded due to surface tension. The centre of the pillar remains crystalline.

We performed compression simulations on this pillar. Prior to loading, all pillars

were heated to 1200K by running a simulation for 50 picoseconds with a Nosé-

Hoover thermostat[72, 73]. The Nosé-Hoover constant was set to 1000 which

was sufficient to keep the temperature of the pillar at 1200K throughout the

simulation. Uniaxial strain was applied by moving the indenter plates and

rescaling the atomic coordinates in the direction of loading by 0.05% at 2

picosecond intervals. The resulting strain rate is 2.5×108 s−1.

Compression causes the entire pillar to turn amorphous. Surface tension

subsequently causes the pillar to narrow in the centre until the pillar has

eventually split in two. This can be seen in figure 4.8. When this compression

simulation is carried out at 300K, the pillar deforms by dislocation glide. Further
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Figure 4.7 (a)Pillar with {110} faces following heating to 1200K by coupling to
a Nosé-Hoover thermostat for 50 ps. The pillar shows some surface
premelting. (b) Profile of the inside of the pillar in (a). (c) Pillar in
(a) following heating for 1 ns by coupling to Nose-Hoover thermostat
at 1200K. Surface premelting and surface tension cause the pillar to
form a circular profile. (d) Image showing the inside of the pillar
in (c). The inside of the pillar is still crystalline. Atoms in (b) and
(d) are coloured according to centrosymmetry parameter.

details of this will be given in the following chapter.

4.3 Discussion

Many molecular dynamics studies have now been published on the subject of

plasticity of nanowires and nanopillars [122]. The reported plasticity behaviour

from these structures is diverse. Some studies have reported dislocation glide

as the dominant deformation mechanism while others have reported lattice and

surface reorientation, twinning, and a transition to an amorphous phase at high

strain rates [4, 94, 122, 123]. However, practices such as constructing pillars/wires

with high energy surfaces and not including sources of external forces in the

system are commonly reported. Here we will review some of these studies.
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Figure 4.8 Images of pillar with {110} faces following compression of (a) 0%,
(b) 5%, (c) 10%, (d) 14%, (e) 18%. Compression was carried out at
1200K. Compression induces a strong surface reconstrucion process
which causes the pillar to turn amorphous and adopt a hemispherical
shape to minimise surface area.

The results of many simulations in the existing literature report deformation by

glide of Shockley partials in fcc nanopillars. Simulations by Cao and Ma [123] for

example, found that nanopillars of copper deform by glide of Shockley partials.

They carried out simulations of strain on two types of 〈111〉 oriented pillars, one

with a square cross section containing two {110} side surfaces and two {112}
side surfaces, and another with a circular cross section. They found a significant

difference in the surface stresses for these two pillars, despite them having the

same length and width. The yield stress was also significantly different for these

two pillars suggesting that the stress at which partial dislocations are created

at the surfaces depends sensitively on the surface structure and orientation.

Experimental nanowire samples in fcc materials typically contain a large number

of {111} facets when the surface orientations are not {111}. The nanowires

often have a jagged surface texture which arises from surface reconstructions

which create low energy surfaces (such as {111}) on the face of the wires. Facets

such as this can be seen on the gold nanowire in figure 2.21. For relevance to

experiments, molecular dynamcs simulations should therefore be carried out on

pillars with low energy {111} surfaces. Many more published studies reporting

glide in fcc nanopillars were carried out using pillars with unstable surfaces.

Rabkin et al reported on simulations of plasticity in fcc gold nanopillars in

two papers [113, 114]. They reported plasticity dominated by glide of Shockley

partials. All simulations in these studies were carried out on pillars with circular

cross sections. In all of these simulations, no constrained atoms or other sources

of external forces were present in the pillars which, as we have shown above, can

effect the plasticity behaviour and constrains the possible final geometries of the

nanopillars.
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Diao et al also published two papers reporting on simulations of plasticity in fcc

gold nanowires [115, 116]. Similarly, they reported plasticity mediated by glide

of Shockley partials. Again, nanowires were constructed with unstable surfaces.

The simulations in these papers were carried out on 〈111〉 oriented nanowires

with {110} and {112} side surfaces, and on 〈100〉 oriented nanowires with {100}
side surfaces. These simulations were also carried out on systems without any

constrained atoms to provide a source of external forces in the system.

Afanasyev and Sanzoz reported on the effect of twins on dislocation mediated

deformation in fcc gold nanowires [121]. They found that their nanopillars were

strengthened by the presence of twin boundaries in the pillars. These simulations

were carried out on nanopillars with circular cross sections.

Hou and Melikhova also reported deformation mediated by glide of Shockley

partials in fcc aluminium nanowires [97]. The constructed their pillars with

circular cross sections and included no source of external forces in the system.

Kotrechko and Ovsjannikov published a study on the temperature effect on yield

stress in nanowires of bcc Mo, Fe, and W [117]. They found that the yield stress

varied as a parabolic function of temperature. This is different from the bulk

materials where yield stresses vary exponentially with temperature. However,

they constructed nanowires in various orientations with circular cross sections

and carry out the simulations at temperatures up to 1000K. As we have shown,

at this temperature, plasticity in nanowires of Fe will be strongly affected by

surface tension. Over time scales longer than those in MD simulations, it is

questionable whether these nanowires would be stable, even if constructed with

low energy surfaces.

Deformation by amorphization has frequently been reported to occur in fcc

nanostructures when subject to high strain rates. In a paper by Ikeda et al

[94], amorphization was found to occur in nickel nanowires subject to strain rates

above a critical value. These simulations were carried out without any source of

external forces in the nanowires. Similar effects were found by Koh et al [3, 93]

in platinum and aluminium nanowires. Images from the Koh et al paper showing

amorphization in the pillars can be seen in figure 4.9. These nanowires also

contained no source of external forces (hence conserving total momentum in the

system) and were constructed with high energy surfaces. Some were constructed

with a circular cross section while others were constructed so as to contain {100}
side surfaces. This amorphization effect was also reported by Sankaranarayanan
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et al [102] and by Wen et al [118]. They also constructed their nanowires with

{100} side surfaces and neglected to include any source of external forces in their

systems.

Figure 4.9 Images showing pillars subject to tensile strain at various strain rates
from paper by Koh and Lee [3]. One the right, a pillar can be seen
deforming by amorphization at high strain rate. This amorphisation
effect may be influenced by the unstable surfaces on the pillars (see
table 4.1).

In recent years, pseudoelasticity has also been reported numerous times in

both fcc and bcc nanowires. These pseudoelasticity phenomena are usually

characterised by a reversible lattice reorientation and/or surface reorientation.

These processes usually involve a reorientation which occurs when the strain is

applied, resulting in a pillar with high energy surfaces in a stressed state. The

reorientation in the wires is reversed when a strain is then applied in the opposite

direction. For fcc materials, Park et al [124] demonstrated that nanowires

oriented along 〈110〉 with {111} type side surfaces underwent a reorientation

when subject to tensile strains. The nanowires were found to transform to a

〈100〉 orientation with {100} type side surfaces. When a strain was applied in

the opposite direction immediately following the application of the tensile strain,

the nanowires recovered their initial orientation. It should be noted that the
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circumstances in which this pseudoelasticity occurs is probably limited by the

stability of the {100} side surfaces. Similar behaviour was found in nanowires of

bcc Fe by Li et al [4, 125]. They demonstrated reversible plasticity in < 110 >

oriented nanowires with {110} side surfaces. Two of the four side surfaces of

these nanowires changed orientation from {110} to {100} via a twin mechanism

upon application of a tensile strain. The nanowires recovered their original shape

when a strain in the reverse direction was applied immediately following this

tensile strain. Li et al claim that these nanopillars could be used for energy

storage by applying a fixed tensile strain [4]. We have tested the stability of the

reoriented nanowires after the initial tensile strain is applied. We find that the

{100} surfaces undergo reconstruction if the strain is held fixed for more than a

few nanoseconds. An image of this surface reconstruction can be seen in figure

4.10.

Figure 4.10 (a) Nanowire from paper by Li et al [4] following tensile strain.
The authors claimed that this nanowire to be superelastic. The
narrow section on the left of the nanowire has undergone a surface
reconstruction and consequently has two {100} surfaces. (b) We
repeated this simulation and found that if the strain was held at
a fixed value once the surface reconstruction had taken place, the
surface reconsructed again to relieve stress. The image here shows
the surface reconstruction after the strain was held fixed for 3 ns.
(c) We also found that the nanowire did not recover its initial
shape if allowed to relax at constant pressure rather than being
subject to an applied compressive strain. The image here shows the
final shape of the nanowire once the relaxation was complete. The
nanowire contracted in length but relaxed to a shape different from
the initial configuration of the nanowire. Atoms in (b) and (c) are
coloured according to the Ackland-Jones identification technique.
Green atoms represent bcc atoms while all other colours represent
atoms which have been misidentified due to the presence of defects
or surfaces.

There is some evidence from the literature on nanostructures that unstable high
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energy surfaces can strongly affect the outcome of deformation simulation. Park

et al [5] reported the creation of {111} facets in gold nanowires as tensile strains

were applied. An image showing creation of these facets can be seen in figure 4.11.

Ackland [75] showed that surface reconstruction can be a deformation mechanism

in fcc nanowires. He found a nanopillar of Cu oriented along 〈100〉 with {100}
side faces reconstructed to form a pillar with {111} side faces. Park et al [124]

showed that fcc nanowires with {100} side surfaces can spontaneously reorient if

the size of the nanowires is small enough. The surface reconstructions from these

studies can be seen in figure 4.12

Figure 4.11 Image taken from paper by Park et al [5]. {111} facets were formed
when these fcc nanowires were subject to tensile strains.

Table 4.1 Table summarising previous studies which employed simulation
practices which can have unphysical consequences.

Author(s) Title of Paper Bad Practices

Cao and Ma

[123]

Sample shape and temper-

ature strongly influence the

yield strength of metallic

nanopillars.

Pillars had high energy sur-

faces.

Rabkin et al

[113]

Atomistic simulation of

the deformation of gold

nanopillars.

Pillars had high energy

surfaces and contained no

constrained atoms.

Continued on next page
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Table 4.1 – continued from previous page

Author(s) Title of Study Bad Practices

Rabkin et al

[114]

Onset of plasticity in gold

nanopillar compression.

Pillars had high energy

surfaces and contained no

constrained atoms.

Diao et al [115] Yield strength asymmetry

in metal nanowires.

Pillars had high energy

surfaces and contained no

constrained atoms.

Diao et al [116] Atomistic simulations of the

yielding of gold nanowires.

Pillars had high energy

surfaces and contained no

constrained atoms.

Afanasyev and

Sanzoz [121]

Strengthening in gold

nanopillars with nanoscale

twins.

Pillars had high energy sur-

faces.

Hou and

Melikhova

[97]

Internal stress and

mechanical deformation of

al and Al/Ni multilayered

nanowires.

Pillars had high energy

surfaces and contained no

constrained atoms.

Kotrechko and

Ovsjannikov

[117]

Temperature dependence of

the yield stress of metallic

nano-sized crystals.

Pillars contained no con-

strained atoms and simu-

lations carried out at high

temperatures.

Ikeda et al [94] Strain rate induced

amorphization in metallic

nanowires.

Pillars contained no con-

strained atoms.

Koh et al [3] Molecular dynamics simu-

lation of size and strain

rate dependent mechanical

response of fcc metallic

nanowires.

Pillars had high energy

surfaces and contained no

constrained atoms.

Koh et al [93] Molecular dynamics sim-

ulation of a solid plat-

inum nanowire under uniax-

ial tensile strain: Tempera-

ture and strain-rate effects.

Pillars had high energy

surfaces and contained no

constrained atoms.

Continued on next page
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Table 4.1 – continued from previous page

Author(s) Title of Study Bad Practices

Sankaranarayanan

et al [102]

Molecular dynamics

simulation of temperature

and strain rate effects on

the elastic properties of

bimetallic Pd-Pt nanowires.

Pillars had high energy

surfaces and contained no

constrained atoms.

Wen et al [118] Surface stress driven reori-

entation of gold nanowires.

Pillars had high energy

surfaces and contained no

constrained atoms.

Park et al [5] Modeling inelasticity and

failure in gold nanowires.

Pillars had high energy sur-

faces.

Li et al [125] High-efficiency mechanical

energy storage and

retrieval using interfaces in

nanowires.

Pillars had high energy sur-

faces.

Li et al [4] Superelasticity in bcc

nanowires by a reversible

twinning mechanism.

Pillars had high energy sur-

faces.

4.4 Conclusion

We have demonstrated that deformation processes observed in MD simulations

can be dominated by initial conditions and configuration. In particular,

deformation processes can depend sensitively on the method by which strain

is applied in the simulation. Incrementally moving subsets of the atoms in

the MD cell is known to produce shock waves in the system [119]. The more

common method of rescaling all fractional atomic positions in the MD cell

periodically, results in net conservation of momentum in the system in the absence

of constrained atoms. We have shown that this can lead to constraints on

deformation processes if no constrained atoms are introduced in the system. In

particular, the lack of constrained atoms in the nanopillars presented here resulted
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Figure 4.12 (a) Image taken from paper by Ackland et al [75] showing surface
reconstruction as a < 100 > oriented nanopillar with {100} side
faces. (b) Surface reconstruction reported by Park et al [124]. This
< 100 > oriented nanopillar with {100} side faces was found to
spontaneously reconstruct so that the pillar had {111}.

in ”S” shaped buckling rather than ”C“ shaped.

MD is typically used to simulate systems on length scales of the order of tens

of nanometers or smaller. At these length scales, introducing surfaces in the

system leads to large surface to volume ratios. We have demonstrated that surface

stability can have significant effects on plasticity. One must be cautious of surface

stability in MD simulations. Construction of unstable or metastable surfaces in

the system can affect the simulated plasticity behaviour.

There are many published studies on MD simulations of nanopillars. However, the

majority of these studies were on pillars constructed with high energy surfaces.

It is therefore particularly noteworthy that constructing pillars with high energy

surfaces can change the plasticity behaviour.
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Chapter 5

Compression-Tension Asymmetry in

bcc-Fe Nanowires

5.1 Introduction

The experimental development of micro-mechanical testing on single crystals [40]

has enabled the study of plastic deformation to be taken to the microscopic level.

Under uniaxial compression of single crystals, yield can be observed on a single

slip plane. Samples can now be tested in both tension and compression, and recent

work has shifted to bcc materials where a tension-compression asymmetry is

observed [54]. Schmid’s law (which was introduced in section 2.2.1) states that the

critical resolved shear stress required to initiate dislocation glide is constant for a

given material. FCC materials generally obey Schmid’s law, which has no tension-

compression asymmetry and it is interesting to examine how the asymmetry

appears in bcc materials which have intrinsic asymmetry arising from the core

stucture of dislocations.

As discussed in section 2.7.4, recent experiments by Kim and Greer revealed a

tension-compression asymmetry in the plasticity of bcc nanopillars [52–54, 126].

In compression, plastic deformation was confined mostly to narrow slip bands

and the stress vs strain behaviour was characterised by many strain bursts.

This stress vs. strain signature would suggest deformation by dislocation glide.

In tension, deformation resulted in necking and the stress vs strain behaviour

revealed larger periods of almost constant flow stress. Kim and Greer suggested
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that the twinning-antitwinning asymmetry could be a cause for the compression-

tension asymmetry[54]. However, it was unclear from experiments what processes

were occuring at the atomic level. Molecular dynamics simulations can be used

to study such atomic level processes.

Compression-tension asymmetry manifest as the dependence of the critical

resolved shear stress (CRSS) on the sense of shear (i.e. tension or compression) is

a feature of bcc single crystals [127–129]. Initial explanations for this phenomenon

focused on what is called the twinning-antitwinning slip asymmetry. {112}〈111〉
type twins are created in bcc crystals when 1

2
〈111〉 dislocations split into 1

6
〈111〉

fractional dislocations which spread out on subsequent planes to create a twin

plane [11]. The movement of these fractional dislocations must be in one specific

direction on a given 〈111〉 axis in order to create a twin boundary. Glide in the

opposite direction (the anti-twinning direction) creates an unstable stacking fault

which is not a twin plane. The CRSS for glide of 1
6
〈111〉 fractional dislocations in

the twinning direction is therefore lower. Work by Vitek et al gives further weight

to this argument. In this study, the γ-surface for a {112} plane was calculated

using a Finnis-Sinclair potential, and an asymmetry in the surface in the 〈111〉
direction was found [27]. For a crystal in a fixed orientation, relative motion of

subsequent slip planes in compression will always be in the opposite direction to

relative motion of subsequent slip planes in tension. The directional asymmetry

in the glide of dislocations is consequently thought to result in a compression-

tension asymmetry for single crystals [27, 52–54, 128].

Further studies by Vitek et al [27, 130, 131] revealed another mechanism for CRSS

dependence on the sense of shear. Molecular dynamics calculations showed that

the core structure of dislocations in bcc materials was altered by non-glide shear

stresses (i.e. components of the shear stress which do not alter the value of

the resolved shear stress defined by equation 2.4). Non-glide shear stresses can

alter the CRSS differently depending on whether the applied stress is compressive

or tensile. Due to a three-fold symmetry in the core structure of 1
2
〈111〉 screw

dislocations in bcc, the change in the core structure depends on the direction of

the shear stress. This change in the core structure affects the CRSS for glide of

the dislocations. Unlike the twinning-antitwinning asymmetry, these changes in

the core structure affect slip on all slip planes, not just glide on {112} planes.

One might speculate that the observed tension-compression asymmetry in bcc

nanopillars is related to the intrinsic non-Schmid behaviour of the dislocations.

Alternately, one might argue that the effects due to the asymmetry in the γ-
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surface and the altered core structures should be negligible and the mechanism

should therefore be the same as for fcc materials. Here we use molecular dynamics

simulations to simulate the tension-compression asymmetry in nanopillars of bcc

Fe. We show that the asymmetry is due to different deformation mechanisms:

dislocation glide in compression and twinning in tension.

5.2 Simulation Details

Our system consists of a pillar with a square cross-section in between two

”indenter plates” as seen in figure 5.1(a). The pillars had approximate dimensions

of 5.8 nm × 5.8 nm× 15.4 nm and contained 45513 atoms. The sample is confined

by indenter plates, each containing 9901 atoms (12.1 nm × 12.1 nm × 0.9 nm),

Movement of indenter plate atoms is constrained in order to apply external forces.

The side faces of the pillar were {110} type faces and the pillars were compressed

in the [001] direction. It is necessary to have {110} faces on the pillar as these

are the lowest energy surfaces. Creating a pillar with higher energy surfaces will

result in recrystallization during the simulation and this has been shown to create

spurious deformation behaviour[75] as we saw in chapter 4.

Prior to loading, all pillars were heated to 300K by running a simulation for

50 picoseconds with a Nosé-Hoover thermostat[72, 73]. Uniaxial strain was

applied by moving the indenter plates and rescaling the atomic coordinates in

the direction of loading by 0.05% at 2 picosecond intervals. The resulting strain

rate is 2.5×108 s−1. This method of compressing the system, by rescaling the

coordinates of the atoms in the compression direction, is required so that a shock

wave is not produced in the pillar. Since the thickness of the pillar may change

through the simulation, “stress” on the sample is not easily defined: we measure

the force required to hold the indenter plate in position, converted to a stress by

dividing by the indenter area. As the indenter plates covered the entire upper

surface of the simulation cell, the pressure on the indenter plates could simply be

calculated from the component σzz of the virial stress tensor defined in equation

3.18. It is worth noting that in micropillar compression simulations, the stress

in the samples is measured in a similar way to our method (i.e. by recording

the force on the indenter during compression) [40]. Simulations were carried out

using the MOLDY molecular dynamics code[75]. The potential function used was

that developed by Hepburn and Ackland [65].
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Images were created using AtomEye[77] and BallViewer [76]. Some analysis of

dislocations was carried out using the OVITO package [78].

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Compression

Figure 5.1 (a)Pillar prior to applied strain. The atoms in the plates at the
top and bottom of the pillar are constrained. (b) Pillar following a
compressive strain of 26%

Under compressive strain-loading, deformation in the pillars was mediated mainly

by dislocation glide. Dislocations are created at the surfaces of the pillars when

the stress is high and move quickly through the pillar through glide. This gives

characteristic bursts of deformation leading to sudden decreases in stress. This

can be seen in the graph in figure 5.2(a). As the indenter plate covered the

entire upper surface of the simulation cell, this pressure was calculated simply by

computing the normal component of the virial stress on the top surface of the

cell (i.e. the term σzz defined in equation 3.18) Each sudden drop in pressure on

the indenter plate happens when a dislocation is created and moves through the

pillar, creating a discrete strain burst. Each dislocation glide event creates a step

on the surface of the pillar. Figure 5.1(b) shows an image of a pillar following

a strain of 26%. Many steps in the surface of the pillar due to dislocation glide

activity can be seen in this figure.

The first dislocation creation event occurs at a relatively predictable strain and

at a stress built up through elastic deformation. Many dislocations are created
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Figure 5.2 (a) Plot of Pressure on indenter plates vs strain for pillar in
compression. The inset image shows a graph of Stress vs Strain
for Nb micropillar compression experiments under stress control
performed by Kim et al[52]. The pressure on the indenter plates
does not start at zero due to surface tension. (b) Average pressure
on indenter plates vs strain over 60 pillar compression simulations.
(c) Pressure on indenter plates vs strain for 60 different compression
simulations on one graph.

almost simultaneously at this point. This simultaneous dislocation nucleation

event is illustrated in the sequence of images in figure 5.3 The following dislocation

creation and glide events occur at less predictable points and can happen when

the stress is within a range of values. This is illustrated by figure 5.2(b), which

shows the stress at various strain values averaged over for 60 different pillar

compression simulations, and by figure 5.2(c), which shows the pressure on the

indenter plates for the 60 different simulations on the same graph. Comparing

with nanopillar experiments we see similar bursts of deformation: in our strain

controlled experiments this manifests as a sharp drop in stress at fixed strain,

whereas under stress control the same mechanism would give sharp increase in

strain at fixed stress. The experimental boundary conditions mix stress and strain

control, hence the mechanism manifests as simultaneous strain increase and stress

drop. The lower stresses observed for subsequent bursts is due to the roughening

of the pillar having lowered the potential energy barrier for dislocation creation

at the surface. The dislocation creation events after the first one typically involve

the creation of just one dislocation.
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Figure 5.3 Sequence showing the initial nucleation of dislocations in the the
nanopillar. Only atoms with high centrostmmetry parameter are
shown. At this point in the simulation, several dislocation lines
are created simultaneously at the pillar faces. The dislocations
subsequently glide until they reach another one of the pillar faces
and are thus removed from the pillar. Atoms are coloured according
to centrosymmetry parameter.

The sequence of images in figure 5.4 shows a typical occurrence of dislocation

glide. Dislocations are created at the corners of the pillars. Intitially the

dislocation lines are curved and have a mixed edge/screw character. As the

dislocation lines grow in length the dislocation line becomes straight and the

dislocation has pure screw character. Each dislocation glides on many different

{110} planes as a high degree of cross slip occurs. The dislocations continue to

glide until they meet one of the pillar faces.

Dislocation Geometry

The compression mechanism is clearly dislocation-based. Using the dislocation

extraction algorithm (DXA) developed by Stukowski and Albe [83] (see section

3.8.5) we find that all dislocations have 1
2
〈111〉 Burgers vectors. This is the

most common Burgers vector detected experimentally in bcc materials, which

indicates that the potential we are using is accurately simulating dislocation glide
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Figure 5.4 View from the top of the pillar as a dislocation runs through the
pillar. Only atoms with high centrostmmetry parameter are shown.
Frames (a)-(d) show a dislocation emerge from the corner of the
pillar. The dislocation initially has mixed edge and screw character.
However by frame (d) the dislocation forms a straight line and has
pure screw character. Frames (e)-(h) show this dislocation move
through the pillar until it meets one of the sides. A second dislocation
can be seen emerging from another corner from frame (f) onwards.
Atoms are coloured according to centrosymmetry parameter.

in Iron. Dislocations could also be identified by measuring centrosymmetry of

nearest and second nearest neighbours of atoms with respect to the atom in

question. A numerical measure of this central symmetry can be found using the

centrosymmetry parameter which we have presented in section 3.8.2

Neighbour List Analysis and Slip Planes

Slip planes can be identified by comparing neighbour lists in the initial and final

configurations as we have discussed in section 3.8.2. This technique was described

recently by Lane et al [79]. We define a neighbour list containing 8 of the nearest

atoms to the atom in question. When a dislocation moves on a slip plane, the

nearest neighbours of each atom change. Dislocation glide causes the neighbour

lists for atoms on the slip planes to change. Here we will define a ”slip event“ as

the creation of a dislocation at one of the pillar faces and the subsequent glide

of the given dislocation until it reaches another one of the pillar faces and is

hence removed from the system. For bcc materials, a slip event will only change
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the neighbour lists for each atom on the slip plane by 2 atoms. However, due

to atomic movements, thermal motion, and stress induced changes in atomic

seperations, we find a large number of atoms whose neighbour lists change by 2

atoms or more between slip events. Most of these atoms are not located on an

active slip plane and this makes it difficult to resolve the active slip planes. We

look at atoms whose neighbour lists change by 4 or more. Such atoms may not

include all atoms on a slip plane. However, atoms with such a change in their

neighbour list are more likely to be located on a slip plane or near a vacancy or

interstitial and applying this criterion allows us to resolve slip planes when these

atoms are imaged. Figure 5.5 shows the atoms in a pillar whose neighbour lists

changed by 4 atoms or more. These atoms are concentrated on the slip bands.

The atoms in figure 5.5 do not form large close packed planes as one would expect

given the neighbour list change criterion. The image identifies slip bands where

numerous dislocation glide events have occured. The large degree of cross slip

means that each slip band contains small segments of individual active slip planes.

The slip bands have varied crystalline orientations, but a large number of them

are oriented at approximately 45 ◦ to the direction of compression. This would

allow the dislocations to travel in the direction of maximum shear stress rather

than on any particular crystallographic slip plane.

Atomic strain tensor analysis confirms the interpretation that a significant

amount of cross slip occurs in the sample. Slip was found to occur on a series of

connected {110} planes for each dislocation. Figure 3.9 shows a cross section of

the pillar following a compressive strain of 14%. Atoms are coloured according

to the local atomic shear strain metric as defined in section 3.8.6. Cross sectional

slices were taken across two faces of the pillar and the viewing direction is a 〈100〉
direction which runs diagonally through the centre of the pillar. Atoms coloured

light blue and green have high local atomic shear strains and are located on slip

planes on which dislocation glide has occurred. The jagged profile of these slip

plane atoms indicates that a significant amount of cross slip has occurred. Closer

inspection of the slip plane atoms reveals that their profile is jagged on one side of

the pillar and generally straight on the other side. This is due to the orientation

of the dislocations being perfect straight screw dislocations as seen in figure 6.3.

The straight lines formed by the dislocation lines were always parallel to one of

the side faces of the pillar and therefore the slip path cross sections seen in figure

3.9 must always be straight on one face of the pillar cross section even when a

significant amount of cross slip has occurred.
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Figure 5.5 (a)Side profile of compressed pillar following strain of 26% and (b)
the same pillar showing only atoms for which the neighbour list
changed by 4 or more.

5.3.2 Tension

The deformation mechanism in the tensile case is different: it occurs by twinning.

A mechanism whereby fractional dislocations with Burgers vector 1
6
〈112〉move on

successive planes creating a twin boundary on a {112} plane has been described

[11] and reported in similar molecular dynamics simulations recently by Li et

al [125]. Although consistent with this mechanism, in our simulations the twin

formation is very rapid, and it is not possible to identify individual fractional

dislocation events. An image of a pillar following a tensile strain of 16% is shown

in 5.7(a). The warped section in the middle of this pillar is the region which has

twinned in a single event - as shown in the massive yield event in 5.7(b). It should

be noted that this process results in the creation of {100} surfaces on the pillar

in the plastically deformed region in the centre. These surfaces are unstable and

our nanosample will recrystallize if held at this strain and allowed to relax.

Twinning deformation is a more continuous and predictable process in the tensile

case as shown by the plot of indenter plate pressure vs strain in figure 5.7(b). A

large stress is required to create the twin, but following the initial twin creation

the stress remains almost constant as more strain is applied to the pillar. This

stress is lower than that required for compression.

The sequence of images in figure 5.8 shows the creation of pairs of twin boundaries

during the tensile strain simulation. When the pillar first begins to deform

plastically, three pairs of twin boundaries are created. As the separation between

the twins in the middle of the pillar grows, the other two pairs of twins shrink in
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Figure 5.6 Cross section of the pillar following a strain of 14%. Atoms are
coloured according to atomic shear strain. The light blue and green
atoms have high atomic shear strains while the dark blue atoms have
low atomic shear strains. Note that a cross section is shown on both
of the visible sides of the pillar in this image.

size to allow the central twins to move.

5.4 Discussion

In the compressive case, our Fe pillars deform by glide of 1
2
〈111〉 dislocations on

slip planes. This is consistent with much experimental evidence including that of

Kim and Greer [52–54, 126] which showed bursts of dislocation motion punctuated

by periods of rising stress (as shown by the inset in figure 5.2(a)). There are

some differences in the behaviour between our MD simulations and experimental

results. Experimental results for compression of bcc nanopillars often reveal strain
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Figure 5.7 (a) Image of pillar following strain of 16%. (b) Pressure on intenter
plates vs strain for pillar tension. The inset image shows a graph of
Stress vs. Strain for micopillar tension experimants on Nb performed
by Kim et al[52].

bursts in the stress vs strain behaviour. In contrast we see a series of sudden stress

drops. This is mainly due to the boundary conditions: we use strain control

which means that events involving large strain are impossible. There may be

some difference due to the small size of our pillars, the high strain rates which we

have to work with in MD: in particular the surface-driven recrystallization may

well be a size effect. It is not clear whether indentation in the experiments by

Kim and Greer was performed with load control or strain control. This was not

specified in the relevant publications and the stress vs strain signature shown in

the inset in the inset in figure 5.2 (a) seems to show signs of a response to both

an applied load and an applied strain.
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Very large steps on the surface of compressed nanopillars in experiments indicate

that many dislocations glide on the same slip plane. It is likely that this is due

to the presence of dislocation sources which provide many dislocations on certain

slip planes. This does not happen in our simulations due to high levels of cross

slip and a lack of dislocation sources in our pillars. This may be a result of our

high strain rates, which allow sufficient stress to build up to nucleate additional

dislocation sources before the first source can release the stress. The fact that

figure 5.2(a) shows the stress sometimes returning to the value required to initiate

the first dislocation supports this interpretation.

In the tensile case, the twinning we observe is a possible mechanism by which

the necking seen in Kim and Greer’s experiments could occur. The long periods

of constant flow stress observed in these experiments corresponds to that seen in

simulations which is illustrated in figure 5.7(b). The biggest difference between

simulations and experiment in this case is the large initial stress required to

nucleate the twin in our simulations. This is because, unlike the experiments,

we have an atomically-flat surface, on a dislocation free sample. Such high yield

stresses are observed in experiments on so called single-crystal whiskers. These

whiskers are long filaments of single crystal which are typically a few microns in

length but can have diameters as small as 20 nm [132].

The twinning-antitwinning asymmetry is not present in fcc crystals as formation

of twins is not mediated by fractional dislocations as in bcc materials. The change

in the core structure under stress in bcc materials is dependent on the presence

of edge components in fractional dislocations[27]. Due to the lack of fractional

dislocations in fcc materials, this effect is not observed in fcc materials. For

these reasons we would not expect to see a compression-tension asymmetry in fcc

caused by these deformation mechanisms.

5.5 Conclusion

We have performed molecular dynamics simulations of nanoscale Iron pillars

subject to compressive and tensile strains. A deformation mechanism asymmetry

has been observed between tension and compression. In the compressive case,

plastic deformation is mediated by dislocations. Plastic deformation occurs in

discrete bursts when one or more dislocations are created at the pillar surfaces

and move through the pillar by glide. A large amount of cross slip is observed
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in this deformation regime allowing for the dislocations to move in the direction

of maximum shear stress. By contrast, in the tensile case deformation occurs

through the creation of twin boundaries. This is consistent with asymmetry

observed in various experiments.

This compression-tension asymmetry could potentially be exploited to improve

the performance of high speed cutting apparatuses. FEM simulations have

revealed that a complicated distribution of tensile and compressive stresses is

present in a chip during high speed cutting [57, 133]. The stress distribution in

the chip has also been found to depend on the shape of the cutting tool used

[134]. We found that the stresses required to deform nanopillars of Fe were

lower in tension than in compression. It may therefore be beneficial to design a

cutting tool which maximises the amount of tensile stress in a chip during the

chip formation process. FEM simulations could potentially be used to determine

the optimal cutting tool design.
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Figure 5.8 Side view cross section of the pillar during tension. Atoms are
coloured according to centrosymmetry parameter. Only atoms with
high centrosymmetry parameter are shown. Frames (a)-(f) show
the creation of three pairs of twin boundaries following 7% tensile
strain. The pair of twin boundaries near the bottom of the pillar
move towards each other until they meet and are hence eliminated
from the pillar. This allows the distance between the pair of twins in
the middle of the pillar to grow. The pair of twins at the top of the
pillar begin to shrink as more tension is applied. This can be seen
in frame (g) which shows the pillar following 11% tensile strain.
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Chapter 6

Plasticity in Nanopillars of FCC Cu

6.1 Introduction

As we found out in chapter 4, fcc nanopillars have displayed a wide range of

different plasticity behaviours in MD simulations. While some studies have

reported amorphous regions in the pillars during deformation [3, 93, 94], others

have reported deformation to occur through twinning [135–137] and dislocation

glide [113, 114, 123]. Some simulations have also reported surface reconstruction

during plastic deformation [124, 138]. Pillars of Cu, for example, have been

reported to deform by amorphization [135], slip [138], and twinning [137]. Some

of these differences may be due to the geometry and scale of the pillars as well

as differences in strain rates and deformation methods. We have seen in chapter

4 that the way in which strain is applied can affect the deformation mechanisms.

We also saw in that chapter that constructing pillars with high energy surfaces

can give dubious results. This is paticularly noteworthy as few of the published

studies on MD simulations of fcc pillars use pillars with stable {111} surfaces

on the faces of the pillars. Several studies have reported surface reconstruction

during deformation of pillars with square cross sections and {100} face surfaces.

This suggests that surface effects due to the presence of these high energy surfaces

can strongly affect the outcome of the plasticity.

Here we have carried out simulations of compressive and tensile strains on a Cu

nanopillar with {111} face surfaces. These simulations should show deformation

mechanisms which are more likely to resemble those seen experimentally in
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plasticity of nanowires, nanopillars, and micropillars. We choose to simulate

Cu as a model fcc material due to the availabilty of a high quality and well

understood potential function [67, 75].

6.2 Simulations

Our system consisted of a pillar of Cu atoms with {111} side faces. The pillar

therefore had a parallelogram-shaped cross section. The pillar was placed in

between two ’indenter plates’ which consisted of constrained atoms. Constrained

atoms are necessary as they provide external forces to the system and prevent

any conservation of momentum effects effects like those described in section 4.2.1.

The side faces of the pillar were 8 nm in width and the pillar was 18 nm in

length. The system consequently contained 97547 atoms. The indenter plates

also had a parallelogram shaped cross section. The sides of each plate were 16

nm long and each plate was 2 nm thick. Each indenter plate contained 12168

atoms. An image of the pillar prior to deformation can be seen in figure 6.1 (a).

This pillar construction has a slightly higher energy than the Wulff construction

for this pillar. However, the difference in energy should be small and the time

taken before reconstruction will be very large as moving individual atoms from

the corners of the pillar is not energetically favourable. Construction a Wulff

construction for the pillar would require calculating surface free energies for the

various crystallographic surfaces (at the desired temperature) exposed on the

faces of the pillar. The structure which minimised the free energy of the system

could then be determined [139]. This structure will depend on the potential

function used as surface energies can differ, even between potential functions

designed to simulate the same material. Finding a global equilibrium structure

is further complicated by the fact that the presence of twin boundaries in a

nanostructure can lower the energy of the structure by allowing more low energy

surfaces to be present on the structure [140]. For the sake of simplicity, we

restrict out focus in this study to the nanopillar structure containing only {111}
side faces.

Prior to compressive and tensile straining, the pillars were heated to 300K via

a Nosé-Hoover thermostat[72, 73]. Compressive and tensile straining were also

carried out at 300K. Uniaxial strain was applied by moving the indenter plates

and rescaling the atomic coordinates in the direction of loading by 0.05% at 2

picosecond intervals. The resulting strain rate is 2.5×108 s−1. This method
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of compressing the system, by rescaling the coordinates of the atoms in the

compression direction, is required so that a shock wave is not produced in the

pillar. As described in section 5.2, we measure pressure on the indenter plate

surfaces as stress is not easy to define stress in the sample due to the changing

width of the pillar. Simulations were carried out using the MOLDY program [75]

and the potential used was a Finnis-Sinclair potential fitted to the properties of

copper and developed by Ackland et al [67]. Note that copper has a relatively

low stacking fault energy and the stable dislocation for bulk copper is a 1
2
〈110〉

dislocation split into two Shockley partials to form an extended dislocation. These

features of copper are accurately represented in the potential just mentioned [67].

Images were created using AtomEye[77] and BallViewer [76]. Some analysis of

dislocations was carried out using the OVITO package [78].

6.2.1 Compression

We find that, in compression, plasticity occurs through glide of Shockley partials

on {111} planes. Stacking faults are thereby created on the {111} planes on

which slip occurs. Dislocations were identified using the Dislocation Extraction

Algorithm described in section 3.8.5. Stacking faults were identified by looking for

atoms with significantly high centrosymmetry parameter as described in section

3.8.3. Partials are created at the obtuse angled corners where two surface faces

of the pillar meet as illustrated in figure 6.2. The shape of the pillar prior to

compression and at a strain of 22% can be seen in figure 6.1. All dislocation glide

events occured on a small number of {111} planes located near the the indenter

plates. This may be the result of higher stresses near the indenter plates as

atoms in the indenter plates are constrained and do not relax in between loading

steps. This results in atoms in the indenter plates being slightly closer together.

However, we note that Diao et al also found slip to be confined to slip planes near

the ends of compressed nanowires of gold, despite not placing any constrained

atoms in the nanowires [115]. As the number of active slip planes was small,

several dislocations moved on each slip plane. As a result of this, stacking faults

were created and destroyed by the movement of partials on these planes several

times over the course of the compression.

Figure 6.3 shows a cross-section of the pillar taken over the course of the

compression simulation, showing only atoms with a centrosymmetry parameter

significantly greater than zero. One can see the creation and subsequent removal
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Figure 6.1 (a) Initial configuration of pillar and indenter plates. (b) Pillar
following a compressive strain of 22%.

of stacking faults in this sequence. In figure 6.3 (c), one can see short segments

of stacking fault near the corners of the pillar. These stacking faults are bounded

by Shockley partials and the surfaces of the pillar. In figure 6.3 (d), one can see

the removal of a stacking fault by the movement of a Shockley partial across a

plane containing a stacking fault.

The stress vs strain signature is characterised by increasing stress as the pillar

is compressed followed by sudden decreases in the stress when a dislocation is

generated and moves through the pillar. This can be seen in figure 6.4.

6.2.2 Tension

In tension, plasticity is relatively similar to that seen in compression. In contrast

to the compressive case, there are many more active slip planes spread more

evenly throughout the pillar. Figure 6.5 shows the initial shape of the pillar and

the pillar after 28% tensile strain. The reasons for the high number of active

slip planes in tension remain unclear. However, these results are consistent with

results obtained by Diao et al [115].

As there are many more active {111} slip planes in tension, a given plane is less

likely to see more than one dislocation traverse it and the pillar consequently

contains many more stacking faults at any given time in the later stages of the

compression. In addition to this, a number of vacancies are created as the tensile
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Figure 6.2 Top view cross section of the pillar following 10% compressive strain.
Only images with high centrosymmetry parameter are shown. Atoms
are coloured according to centrosymmery parameter. A stacking fault
on a {111} can be seen in the pillar. This was the result of glide of
a Shockley partial on this plane. The obtuse angled edges of the
pillar from which dislocations are created are indicated by circles
and arrows.

strain is applied. These defects are illustrated in the centrosymmetry profiles

shown in figure 6.6.

The stress vs strain signature is shown in figure 6.7. The behaviour is qualitavely

similar to that in the compression case with a series of sudden decreases in the

stress value corresponding to glide of a single dislocation through the pillar.

However the indenter plate pressure immediately prior to glide of a dislocation is

about half of its corresponding value for compression case. This may be partly

due to the changing width of the pillar. During the tension simulation necking

occurs in the regions where most of the plasticity occurs. This means that while

the yield stress for dislocation glide may remain constant, the pressure on the

indenter plates at the yield points may change.
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Figure 6.3 Images of pillar following compressive strains of (a) 5%, (b)10%,
(c)15%, and (d) 18%. Atoms are coloured according to cen-
trosymmetry parameter and only atoms with high centrosymmetry
parameter are shown. The glide of partials creates stacking faults
in the pillar. Partials which glide over existing stacking fault planes
remove the stacking fault. Small segments of stacking fault near the
edges in image (c) indicate the emergence of partials from these
edges. In image (d) movement of a partial across an existing
stacking fault plane is removing this stacking fault while a dislocation
emerging from of the top corners of the pillar is creating a new
stacking fault.

6.3 Discussion

The pillar we created was relatively simple in construction but is not the low

energy Wulff construction for an fcc pillar. The pillar we have constructed

should, however, be relatively stable for the following reasons. Reconstruction to

Wulff structure requires movement of atoms from the acute angled edge to create

a {110} face. Movement of single atoms from this edge are not energetically

favourable. This means that reconstruction requires simultaneous movement of

a line of atoms from the edge. The time to relaxation to the Wulff shape is

therefore very large in practice. The lack of surface reconstruction over the

course of our simulations, unlike previous studies [75, 124, 138], confirms that

the pillar structure is stable with its {111} faces. In section 4.2.2, we found that
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Figure 6.4 Plot of pressure on indenter plates vs strain for pillar in
compression. The pressure on the indenter plates increases with
strain until a dislocation is created at one of the edges of the pillar.
The pressure then drops as the dislocation moves through the pillar
and the pillar deforms plastically.

the type of faces a nanopillar was constructed with had a significant impact on the

deformation mechanisms in the nanipillar when it was compressed. Nanopillars of

bcc Fe with high energy {100} side faces were found to deform by amorphisation

while pillars with stable {100} side faces deformed by dislocation glide. We

therefore expect that the results of the nanopillar compression presented in this

chapter will more closely resemble experimental results as we constructed our

pillars with low energy {111} faces. Previous molecular dynamics studies on fcc

nanopillars (detailed in section 4.3) reported a wide range of different plasticity

behaviours but were based on nanopillars with high energy surfaces.

The plasticity behaviour of these pillars is relatively similar in tension and

compression, at least qualitatively. The yield stress is lower and more vacancies

are created in tension. Slip is restricted to a few slip planes near the indenter

plates in the compressive case.

These results differ to some previous studies of nanopillars and nanowires of Cu

(and other fcc materials) with Molecular Dynamics. We do not see amorphous

regions appearing as found by Wang et al [141]. Their use of pillars with

unstable {100} surfaces in this study is likely to have caused, at least in part, this

deformation by amorphization behaviour. However, the small size of the pillars

and the higher strain rate (1.3×109 s−1) used in this study may also have played a
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Figure 6.5 (a) Initial configuration of pillar and indenter plates. (b) Pillar
following a tensile strain of 28%.

part in causing this plasticity behaviour. We also don’t see deformation by surface

reconstruction as seen previously [124, 138]. This is a result of construction of

stable surfaces on the faces of the pillar.

The previous study which demonstrates results most like those seen above is that

by Cao and Ma [123]. They used pillars with unstable surfaces. However, they saw

deformation by dislocation glide. In compression, glide of full {110} dislocations.

In tension, they saw glide of Shockley partials. The paper presents a convincing

explanation for this compression-tension asymmetry. The orientation of their

pillars and the dislocation behaviour they observed was such that the slip system

for the leading partial had a lower Schmid factor than that for the trailing partial.

This meant that as soon as the leading partial was nucleated, the stress was high

enough to nucleate the trailing partial immediately afterwards. The leading and

trailing partials were then so close together that, they effectively constituted a full

dislocation. We do not see this asymmetry. This is likely due to the orientation

of our pillars. However, one can’t eliminate the possibility that the unstable

structures of the pillars in the Cao and Ma study may have played a part in the

obeserved behaviour, paticularly when, like in our simulations, dislocations were

created at the edges of the pillars.
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Figure 6.6 Images of pillar following tensile strains of (a) 5%, (b)11%, (c)16%,
and (d) 22%. Atoms are coloured according to centrosymmetry
parameter and only atoms with high centrosymmetry parameter are
shown. The point defects in the pillars are vacancies. In tension,
dislocations are found to glide on slip planes throughout the pillar,
unlike in comression where the slip all occurs on planes located near
the ends of the pillar.

6.4 Conclusion

We have performed MD simulations of tensile and compressive strains applied

to a nanopillar of Cu. The nanopillar was constructed with low energy {111}
surfaces. We find that plasticity is mediated by glide of Shockley partials on

{111} planes. The stress-strain signature differs slightly in tension from that of

compression and we find that the yield stress in tension is lower. However, there

is no qualitative difference between deformation mechanisms in the tensile case

and those in the compressive case. This distinguishes fcc nanopillars from their

bcc counterparts. We also find that many vacancies are created in the pillar

during the tension simulations.
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Figure 6.7 Plot of pressure on indenter plates vs strain for pillar in tension.
The yield stress differs from the compressive case and the profile
looks slightly different from the compressive case. However, the
qualitative behaviour is the same with sudden drops in pressure
corresponding to dislocation glide events. The pressure immediately
prior to dislocation glide events changes during the simulation. This
may be due to necking in the regions where the plasticity takes place,
because the ratio of the stress on the sample to indenter pressure is
proportional to the ratio between the indenter plate area and the and
the sample cross section. If the sample gets smaller, the sample
stress increases even if indenter pressure is constant.

If vacancies are present in regions of fcc crystals which have been subject to

tensile strains, then the vacancy concentration could be a useful proxy for local

tensile strain in experiments. This is particularly significant when one considers

the compression-tension asymmetry found in the bcc nanopillars in the previous

chapter. Designing cutting tools which take advantage of the compression-

tension asymmetry would require an understanding of the distribution of local

compressive and tensile strains in machining chips. If regions of local tensile strain

could be identified in a material, that material could be used to test cutting tools

to see how much local tensile strain is delivered to the machined material during

chip formation.
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Chapter 7

Plasticity of Nanocrystalline Fe

7.1 Introduction

There have now been numerous studies carried out involving atomistic simulations

of polycrystalline materials under compression [142–150]. The majority of

these studies have been on compression of fcc materials. Most notably, Van

Swygenhoven and others have contributed a large amount to this area of research

[142, 143, 148–150]. Due to length limitations in molecular dynamics, grain sizes

are limited to the nanocrystalline regime. Plasticity has been found to occur

through a combination of grain boundary sliding and dislocation glide [151].

Dislocations are emitted from the grain boundaries and are generally absorbed

by grain boundaries after traversing a grain by glide [152]. As grain boundaries

inhibit the motion of dislocations, small grain sizes limit the amount of plastic

deformation which can occur by dislocation glide and hence make the materials

harder. However, below a critical grain size (20 nm in Cu for example) the

simulated nanocrystalline samples begin to become softer with decreasing grain

size. This trend reversal is due to a shift in the dominant deformation mechanism

from dislocation glide to grain boundary sliding when the grain size drops below

the critical value. This effect was first observed in molecular dynamics simulations

by Shiotz et al [153] As the grain boundaries become smaller the fraction of grain

boundary atoms in the sample increases. The large amount of grain boundary

surface in samples with small grain size can accommodate more grain boundary

sliding, leading to the observed softening effect. These simulation results agree

with experimental observations in nanocrystalline metals [154].
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The amount of published work on plasticity of bcc polycrystalline samples is

more limited. Most of the previously reported simulations of bcc polycrystals

have applied compression and tension to the samples in such a way that the

volume of the MD cell changes [86, 87, 155, 156]. In tension, this results in

fracture occuring to create free space in the cell to fill the additional volume

[87, 155, 156]. In compression, it results in pressure in the MD cell reaching

60 GPa or more [86, 156]. In both tension and compression, these simulations

demonstrated significant levels of grain boundary sliding and recrystallization. A

far more common case in nature and in industry is shear strain where the overall

volume of the sample is conserved. The only study which applied strain to a

polycrystalline sample of a bcc material which allowed the shape of the cell to

change, while fixing the volume, was that by Pan et al [157]. They applied tensile

strain along one axis while allowing the cell to expand at constant pressure along

the other two axes. In this study fracture was also observed in the material.

In these molecular dynamics studies of nanocrystalline bcc metals, deformation

was found to occur through a combination of dislocation glide, twinning, and

grain boundary sliding [156]. Similarly to fcc nanocrystalline samples, the

dominant deformation mechanism is found to change from dislocation glide to

grain boundary sliding below a critical grain size and the samples soften as the

grain size decreases below this critical size [88].

Applying shear while conserving the volume of the cell may be particularly

relevant to plasticity in shear bands formed during high strain rate deformation

of metals. These shear bands are particularly relevant to machining processes in

metals. During high speed cutting, metal chips which are produced containing

many shear bands [34, 158]. The type of shear band which forms strongly

influences the macroscopic form of the chip. So called continuous chips result

when shear bands are closer together and the amount of shear in each shear

band is small [158]. These chips remain attached to the bulk for a long time

and can grow to metres in length. Segmented chips on the other hand usually

have more or less constant spacing between shear bands [34, 158]. Shear bands in

segmented chips are spaced further apart and each shear band typically acounts

for more shear than shear bands in continuous chips. These chips break from

the bulk material frequently resulting in many chips which are short in length.

As discussed in section 2.7.2, the type of chip which forms during machining

processes has significant practical impacts on the machining process. Images of

a continuous and a segmented chip of a Ti V15 Al3 Cr3 Sn3 alloy can be seen in
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figure 7.1.

Figure 7.1 Images of continuous (top) and segmented (bottom) chips of Ti V15
Al3 Cr3 Sn3 alloy produced during a high speed cutting experiment.
Image courtesy of Pawel Rockicki.

Experimentally, investigating plasticity in shear bands is difficult to do in situ.

In practice, all analyses on shear bands are carried out after the deformation has

occured [34, 158]. At this point the shear bands have cooled significantly and

the microstructure in the shear band will have altered as a result. This is of

particular significance in Ti alloys where thermal conduction of heat is poor and

local temperatures in the shear band may therefore vary considerably.

A wide variety of microstructures have been found in shear bands in machining

chips [34, 159] and in shear bands from Split-Hopkinson bar experiments [160–

162]. Some shear bands consist of grains which are elongated in the direction

of shear [159, 162]. Others contain fine grained and nanograined microstructures

[34]. In Hopkinson-split bar experiments, stainless steel has been found to contain

amorphous material with nanoscale crystallites embedded within [160, 161]. In

bcc materials, shear bands have been reported as containing elongated grains and

nanograined microstructures. An image of a shear band from a study by Siemers

et al [34] of machining chips of a bcc Ti V15 Al3 Cr3 Sn3 alloy can be seen in

figure 7.2. In this study, the shear bands were found to consist of nanocrystalline

material.
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Here we carry out molecular dynamics simulations of pure shear on a polycrys-

talline sample of Fe. We chose Fe as a model bcc material due to the availability

of a high quality and well understood potential function for this material [65, 163].

We carry out simulations at five different temperatures (300K, 600K, 900K,

1200K, and 1500K). Local temperatures can vary significantly in a shear band

during chip formation [57] and temperatures as high as 1300K are thought to be

reached in parts of the shear bands of bcc alloys of Ti [34]. We test an array

of temperatures to get a good overview of plasticity behaviour at high strain

rates. We start with a cubic MD cell 23nm in length. This is much smaller

than the width of a shear band which is typically ∼ 5µm [34]. Our system

therefore represents a small part within a shear band. Plasticity within shear

bands this small is difficult to study experimentally and is impossible to resolve in

FEM simulations as a single element in an FEM simulation is usually far bigger

than ∼ 5µm in size. We find that for high temperatures (1200K and 1500K),

the deformation mechanisms change. At these temperatures, twinning and

dislocation glide are rare and the plasticity is dominated by grain boundary sliding

and recrystallization. At high strains and at these temperatures, the deformation

is characterized by amorphization and movement of crystalline segments through

amorphous regions in the cell. Amorphization has previously been demonstrated

in MD simulations of fcc nanowires when they are subject to high strain rates.

However, this is the first time to our knowledge that amorphization has been

observed in a bcc material or a polycrystalline material in MD simulations.

Figure 7.2 Image of shear band in a bcc Ti V15 Al3 Cr3 Sn3 alloy produced
during a high speed cutting experiment. The shear band consists of
nanocrystalline material. Image produced by Siemers et al [34]
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7.2 Results

7.2.1 Creation of Polycrystalline Sample

To create a nanocrystalline sample, a single crystal sample of Fe with dimensions

of 23 nm by 23 nm by 23 nm and consequently containing 1024000 atoms was

first created. Periodic boundary conditions were applied in all directions and the

sample was heated to 2000 K using a Nosé-Hoover thermostat until the system

consisted of melted Fe.

The simulation was then stopped and the system was altered by removing clusters

of atoms within the sample. 30 randomly located points were then chosen within

the simulation cell. At each of these randomly chosen points, a small piece of

crystalline Fe was then introduced. These small pieces of crystalline Fe consisted

of 48 atoms and measured 0.5 nm by 1.4 nm by 0.8 nm. Each of these crystallites

had a random crystalline orientation in the cell. The crystallites act as nucleation

sites for crystal growth as the system is cooled down, producing a solid with many

crystal grains. Atoms from the melted part of the system were removed if they

were located within 2.5Å of an inserted crystalline atom. This was necessary as

placing atoms closer together will produce enough energy to melt the introduced

pieces of crystalline Fe before the thermostat has a chance to cool the system

back to a solid state.

The sample was first cooled at 1000K (note that the melting temperature for this

potential is 1772K) for 80 ps until a clear grain structure could be seen. The

system was then cooled further to 300K for 10 ps. Performing the crystallisation

at the relatively high temperature of 1000K ensures that the velocities of the

atoms during the crytallization process were large enought to bring the system to

a solid phase in a managable timescale for molecular dynamics. Figure 7.3 shows a

cross section of the system after the crystallisation process was completed. Many
1
2
< 111 > dislocations were created in the sample during the crystallization.

The average grain size in the sample was approximtely 7 nm. This grain size is

similar to that of some recently developed nanocrystalline alloys [164]. However,

grain sizes in coarse grained metals used for machining typically have grain sizes

in the order of tens of microns [11, 34].
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Figure 7.3 Cross section of the polycrystalline structure after cooling to 300K.
Atoms are coloured according to centrosymmetry parameter. The
average grain size is ∼7nm. This grain size is similar to those in
some nanocrystalline alloys [164]. However, grain sizes in coarse
grained metals typically used for machining have grain sizes in the
order of tens of microns [11, 34].

7.2.2 Simulation Details

We performed simulations of pure shear on the system detailed above. We

performed this shear simulation at temperatures of 300K, 600K, 900K, 1200K,

and 1500K.

We applied pure shear to our system[165]. This is the shear which results

from uniaxially compressing a system. Pure shear is illustrated in figure 7.4.

Consider the black rectangle in this image. When this rectangle is compressed

in the direction represented by the red arrows, then a shear strain is applied

in the direction of the blue arrows. When we refer to the strain in these

simulations, we refer to the fractional change in the length of the system in the

direction of compression. Shear was applied by rescaling the y and z coordinates

periodically during the simulations. The simulation cell was also rescaled in this

manner allowing periodic boundary conditions to be preserved throughout the
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Figure 7.4 Illustration of pure shear. If the black rectangle is compressed in the
direction of the red arrows, then shear occurs in the directions of the
blue arrows.

simulation. Strain increments were applied at 2 ps intervals and were applied by

multiplying the z coordinates by 0.9995 and the y coordinates by 1.0005 at each

increment. The applied strain rate was consequently 2.5×108 s−1. This is close

to experimental values of strain rate within the shear band which are known to

be a minimum of 107s−1, but cannot be measured effectively [34]. This method

of applying strain allows for a strain to be applied without introducing shock

waves in the system [166]. As there are no constrained atoms in the system,

we cannot avoid conservation of momentum effects in this simulation like those

described in chapter 4. However, introducing constrained atoms to this system

would either break the periodic boundary conditions or create a region in the

system which would be prohibited from deforming plastically. Furthermore, there

are no obvious constraints on the final morphology of this system due to the lack

of constrained atoms in the system.

We continued to apply periodic boundary conditions during these simulations.

The timestep used was 1 fs and the Nosé-Hoover coupling parameter was 1000.

The potential used was that developed by Hepburn and Ackland [65].
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7.2.3 Low Temperature Plasticity

Plasticity behaviour during the simulations at 300K, 600K, and 900K were

similar. Deformation occurs through a variety of mechanisms including slip,

twinning, recrystallization, and grain boundary sliding. Figure 7.5 shows some

twins and dislocations present in the sample as a result of the deformation.

Figure 7.5 Images of the sample following strain of 20%. Both images show
the same sample. (a) shows the output from DXA analysis on the
sample imaged using Paraview. (b) shows a cross section of the
system imaged using Atomeye. These images illustrate the presence
of dislocations and twins in the sample. In (a) the red and pink
lines are 1

2 < 111 > dislocations and the blue surfaces are grain
boundaries. This is a 3 dimensional image and the blue surfaces
representing the grain boundaries are partially transparent. These
defects were detected by the DXA algorithm. In (b) atoms are
coloured according to centrosymmetry parameter. A twin boundary
can be seen in the red box.

Grain boundary sliding and grain rotation were detected by looking at dis-

placement vectors for each atom in the system as seen in figure 7.6. We
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find abrupt changes in the directions of the displacement vectors across grain

boundaries indicating that grain boundary sliding is occuring. The pattern of

the displacement vectors indicates that some grain rotation is also taking place.

Figure 7.6 (a) Vector displacement map of the system at 300K following a
strain of 16%. Atoms are coloured according to centrosymmetry
parameter. The yellow lines represent displacement vectors for
movements of each atom over a 100 ps interval. A close up of the
section contained in the black box can be seen in (b). Abrupt changes
in the displacement vectors across grain boundaries indicate grain
boundary sliding. Flow lines running in and out of amorphous areas
or grain boundaries indicates recrystallization. Both images were
generated using the Ovito software package. Atoms in are coloured
according to the Ackland-Jones identification technique. Blue atoms
represent bcc atoms while grey atoms are unidentified atoms.

We see grain elongation in the direction of shear as seen in many experiments.

The evolution of the grain structure can be seen in figure 7.7.
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Figure 7.7 Images showing evolution of grain structure for shear at low
temperatures generated using AtomEye. Each image shows a cross
section of the full system viewed in the direction of compression.
Atoms are coloured according to centrosymmetry parameter. Dark
blue atoms are bcc atoms and all other colours represent disordered
atoms. The samples remain crystalline even at high strain. Two
grains can be seen in the red squares in the 300K sequence. The grain
boundary between these two grains moves as the grains recrystallise.
Similarly a single grain is shown in the red squares in the 600K
sequence. A significant amount of grain elongation is visible in this
grain.

7.2.4 High Temperature Plasticity

In the simulations at 1200K and 1500K the deformation regime changed. Slip

and twinning no longer took place and the deformation was dominated by grain

boundary sliding. At very high strains, the deformation occurs by much of the

sample turning amorphous. Figure 7.8 shows the evolution of the grain structure

for these simulations. In contrast to the low temperature deformation regime,

the number of grains in the simulation reduces as the shear takes place. At very

high strains the amount of crystalline material reduces and much of the material

becomes amorphous.

In the initial stages of shear, grain boundary sliding is the dominant means of
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Figure 7.8 Images showing evolution of grain structure for shear at high
temperatures generated using AtomEye. Each image shows a cross
section of the full system viewed in the direction of compression.
Atoms are coloured according to centrosymmetry parameter. Dark
blue atoms are bcc atoms and all other colours represent disordered
atoms. Large segments of the samples become amorphous at high
strain.

deformation. This can be seen in the vector displacement map seen in figure 7.9.

The abrupt changes in the direction of the displacement vectors are more clearly

defined than in the low temperature case.

At high strains, when much of the system has turned amorphous, the plasticity

takes place mostly in the amorphous parts. This can be seen from the vector

displacement map in figure 7.10. The displacement vectors in the crystalline part

are all in the same direction indicating that the crystalline atoms move together

and no deformation takes place in the inner parts of these crystalline segments.

The displacement vectors in the amorphous parts are varied, indicating that

the shape of the crystalline parts change to accommodate the movement of the

crystalline parts.

The fact that the plasticity takes place mostly in the amorphous parts can also

be seen by looking at neighbour list changes for each atom as described in section

3.8.2. An image of the sample after 55% strain can be seen in figure 7.11.

Only the atoms for which the neighbour list has changed by more than four are

shown in figure 7.11(c). The atoms with large neighbourlist changes are located

overwhelmingly in the amorphous region.
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Figure 7.9 Cross section and vector dislacement map for system strained by
22% at 1200K. Atoms are coloured according to centrosymmetry
parameter. The yellow lines represent displacement vectors for atom
movements over a 100 ps interval. Abrupt changes in displacement
vectors across grain boundaries are more clearly defined at this
temperature.

7.2.5 Stress vs Strain Behaviour

In the early stages of the simulations (in both low and high temperature regimes),

the stress vs strain signatures are similar to those observed by Shiotz et al for fcc

nanocrystalline samples[153]. The stress initially increases linearly then levels off

when plastic deformation begins to take place. However, at high strains the the

stress rises again considerably. The stress vs strain curves can be seen in figure

7.12.

The effective hardening of the material can be explained by the change in grain

structure in the cell. At low strains, grain boundary sliding accounts for much

of the plasticity. With periodic boundary conditions imposed, grain boundary

sliding can no longer provide the plastic deformation needed to reduce stress if

the grain boundaries run parallel to the direction of compression. At high strains

the length of the cell in the direction of compression becomes smaller and most of

the grain boundaries lying normal to direction of compression have disappeared.

This can be seen in figure 7.13 which shows one of the smaller faces of the cell

after a strain of 57%.
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Figure 7.10 Vector displacement maps for (a) system strained by 57% at 1200K
and (b) system strained by 55% at 1500K. Yellow lines represent
displacement vectors for atom movements over a 100 ps interval
and atoms are coloured according to centrosymmetry parameter.
Here the blue atoms are bcc and the grey atoms are amorphous.
In these images the crystalline atoms have displacement vectors
which are alligned while the displacement vectors for the amorphous
atoms are more disordered. This indicates that most of the plastic
deformation is taking place in the amorphous regions.

7.3 Discussion

The length scales in these simulations are smaller than those for a shear band

in an experimental sample. Both the grain size and the width of the shear band

are larger experimentally. Our grain sizes were ∼7 nm while typical alloys used

in machining experiments have grain sizes in the order of tens of microns [34].

After machining chips were formed, nanocrystalline (grain sizes less than 100 nm)

structure was observed in shear bands of Ti-15V-3Al-3Sn-3Cr alloys. Typical

shear bands in chips produced from machining are a few microns in width[34]

while our system was just 23 nm in width. The implementation of periodic

boundary conditions means that our simulations represent a small segment within

a shear band. The differences between plasticity behaviour in nanocrystalline

and coarse grained metals is well understood. We can therefore separate the

qualitative features of the simulation which are due to grain size and those which

are due to high strain rates and temperatures. In our sample the total grain

boundary surface area is large and we are therefore likely to see more grain

boundary sliding than in experiments. The stresses we measure may be higher

than in shear bands experimentally, as strain rates in MD are necessarily large.
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Figure 7.11 (a) Images of sample strained by 55% at 1500K. Atoms coloured
according to centrosymmetry parameter. (b) Same as (a) but only
atoms with high centrosymmetry parameter are shown (c) Same
as (a) but only showing atoms whose neighbour lists have changed
by more than 4. It can be seen that the plasticity is taking place
mostly in the amorphous parts of the system. Images created using
AtomEye.

However, some qualitative information gathered from these simulations may still

be relevant to experiments. The transition in deformation mechanisms at high

temperatures is likely to apply to experimental samples at high strain rates.

Furthermore, there is now an trend towards producing alloys with nanoscale

grains [7].

At all temperatures the stress begins to rise considerably at high strains. At

this point most of the remaining grain boundaries run parallel to the direction

of compression. Grain boundary sliding at this point cannot cause the desired

shear. The plasticity at high strains is therefore quite different to that at lower

strains. This is effectively a finite size effect, as the small size of the cell

in one direction is preventing grain boundary sliding. However both of these

plasticity behaviours may be relevant to shear bands in metals. At low strains

the deformation is dominated by grain boundary sliding. This is due to the

small size of our grains and consequent large amount of grain boundary surface

area. Although the level of grain boundary sliding may be exaggerated, the

transition away from slip and twinning may still hold in materials with larger

grain sizes. At higher strains, grain boundary sliding contributes little to the
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Figure 7.12 Stress vs. strain for our simulations at strain rate of 2.5×108 s−1.
The rise in stress at high strains is due to lack of grain boundaries
lying normal to the direction of compression. This means that grain
boundary sliding is no longer an effective deformation mechanism.

Figure 7.13 View of the short face of the MD cell at a strain of 57%. Most
of the grain boundaries now run more or less parallel to the
compression direction making grain boundary sliding ineffective
as a deformation mechanism. Atoms are coloured according to
centrosymmetry parameter.

deformation. Although this is effectively due to periodic boundary conditions

and finite size effects, restricting grain boundary sliding in the system may cause

the deformation behaviour to be more like that of a material with large grain sizes

where grain boundary sliding may be prohibited by the lack of grain boundary

surface area. Based on this evidence it is likely that at high temperatures and

at high strain rates the plasticity behaviour of bcc materials changes. At low

temperatures deformation will be mediated at least in part by slip and twinning.

At higher temperatures grain boundary sliding and/or twinning will be the

dominant deformation mechanisms. The shear bands produced during high speed

cutting can reach temperatures over 1100K [167]. Grain boundary sliding and

amorphization may play a part in the plasic deformation taking place in these
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shear bands.

Our method of construction of this polycrystalline sample has not to our knowl-

edge been used before in a published study. In previous studies, polycrystalline

samples were created by a Voronoi construction. This involves first choosing a

set of random points in the cell. Each of these points is assigned a grain and

a grain orientation. Any point in the volume of the cell is then occupied by

the grain assigned to the nearest of these randomly chosen points. Some atoms

near the grain boundaries are usually then removed to prevent the energy of the

system from becoming too large and the system is allowed to equilibrate for some

period of time. With this method, there are little or no disordered atoms at the

grain boundaries. The boundary is sharp and each grain develops a sawtooth

profile at the boundaries. The steps in these sawtooth profile surfaces may act as

dislocation sources and it may be easier for dislocations to cross grain boundaries

if there are no disordered atoms in the grain boundaries to absorb atoms when

the dislocations come into contact with these grain boundaries. As one might

expect, based on this jagged grain surface profile, dislocations have been observed

to emerge from the grain boundaries in previous studies. We do not see as many

dislocations emerge from the grain boundaries. We do, however, see a significant

amount of slip occur in the samples. This is partly due to creation of a network

of dislocations when the sample is being created. As in previous simulations, we

see a significant amount of twinning in the sample also.

7.4 Conclusion

We have performed molecular dynamics simulations involving pure shear of

polycrystalline Fe. We find a transition in the deformation mechanisms at high

temperatures. At low temperatures slip and twinning contribute significantly to

the deformation while grain boundary sliding and recrystallization also take place.

At high temperatures slip and twinning are not observed and the deformation is

dominated by grain boundary sliding and recrystallization. At high strains, we

find that grain boundary sliding is no longer effective due to grain boundaries

now being aligned in the direction of compression. At these strains, deformation

occurs through slip and twinning at low temperatures and through amorphization

at high temperatures.

The results of these simulations suggest that amorphisation and grain boundary
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sliding may take place in shear bands formed during high speed cutting of bcc

materials. While temperatures are not believed to reach the melting temperature

in segmented chip shear bands, the final microstructure of the shear bands is

a nanocrystalline structure [34]. Our simulations suggest that amorphisation

may occur in these shear bands below (but somewhat close to) the melting

temperature. In previous attempts to produce free machining Ti alloys which

produce short breaking segmented chips, elements such as lanthanum were added

to Ti alloys in an attempt to lower the melting temperature of the alloy [34].

This is because the Johnson-Cook model described in section 2.8.1 shows a more

pronounced thermal softening effect when the melting temperature is lower and

this softening effect is necessary for the shear localisation effect which produces

the shear bands seen in segmented chips. We have shown that an amorphisation

effect can occur in metals at temperatures close to the melting temperature when

the metal is subject to straining conditions similar to those in a shear band of a

segmented chip. These amorphous regions in the chip will be less strongly bound

than crystalline regions and this may account for the chips being short breaking.

The amorphisation effect may also account for the change in the microstructure

in the shear band as such a dramatic change in microstructure is unlikely to come

from deformation by dislocations and twinning.

As a nanocrystalline structure has been found in the shear bands of machining

chips of Ti alloys, the simulations presented here should represent plasticity

in these shear bands reasonably accurately. Our simulations suggest that the

Johnson-Cook model is an inappropriate model for accurately simulating shear

bands in machining chips. This model assumes that the dominant plasticity

mechanisms are dislocation glide and strain hardening. These mechanisms did not

play a significant role in the plasticity behaviour of our simulated nanocrystalline

sample.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

We have presented Molecular dynamics simulations of plasticity in various

nanostructures. We have contributed to improving best practices in relation

to simulations of nanopillar and nanowire plasticity. Nanopillars in simulations

should be constructed with low energy crystallographic surfaces and constrained

atoms should be introduced to avoid unwanted conservation of momentum

effects. Results of simulations of plasticity in both bcc and fcc nanowires were

examined and the implications on previous experimental results was discussed.

In addition to this we have presented results from simulations of plasticity in

polycrystalline Fe and discussed the implications of these results on experimental

observations from high speed cutting experiments as well as FEM simulations of

chip formation.

In chapter 4 we presented results from simulations of plasticity in nanopillars of

Iron. The plasticity behaviour of the nanowires depended sensitively on certain

aspects of the initial configuration of the simulation. In particular, we found that

applying an incremental strain to the system by rescaling the coordinates led to

conservation of momentum being imposed on the system as it was deformed and

this put constraints on the final shape of the pillar. In addition to this we found

that the choice of crystallographic surface on the faces of the pillar affected the

results of the simulation. We found that the pillar deformed by amorphisation and

buckled when it was constructed with {100} faces while it deformed by slip when

constructed with low energy {110} faces. For this reason the use of high energy

surfaces should be avoided in plasticity simulations. We also found that surface

tension caused nanopillars to amorphise quickly under an applied strain when
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simulations were carried out at high temperatures. These results are particularly

relevant to much of the existing literature where nanopillars and nanowires are

often set up with high energy surfaces and strains are often applied in a way that

conserves momentum in the system.

In chapter 5 we presented results from plasticity simulations on nanopillars of bcc

Iron in compression and tension. In compression deformation occured through

glide of 1
2
〈111〉 on {110} planes. A large amount of cross slip was observed

allowing the dislocation lines to move more or less at 45◦ to the direction of

compression. In tension the pillar deformed by twinning. The stress vs. strain

signatures for tension and compression were strikingly different. The results

agree qualitatively with recent experimental results and indicate the probable

deformation mechanisms in those experiments.

In chapter 6 results from simulations of fcc Cu nanowires in tension and

compression were presented. The differences in plasticity behaviour in tension

and compression were minor in comparison with the behaviour of the pillars of bcc

Iron. In both compression and tension deformation occured through movement

of Shockley partials on {111} planes. In tension many vacancies were created in

the pillar.

In chapter 7 we presented results from simulations of pure shear on a poly-

crystalline sample of Iron. Plasticity occurred through a range of mechanisms

including slip, twinning and grain boundary sliding. At high temperatures

dislocation glide did not occur. At high strains and temperatures, deformation

occurred through amorphisation. This might suggest that amorphisation can

occur in the shear bands of segmented chips during high speed cutting of metals.

The observation of amorphisation in the sample as well as a significant amount

of grain boundary sliding suggests that at high strain rates, and particularly at

high temperatures, the plasticity behaviour of metals may change considerably.

This may mean that the current practice of extrapolating empirical models over

several orders of magnitude is unreliable and FEM simulations using such models

may be of little help with regards to predicting chip morphology.
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8.1 Suggested future research

This thesis has provided some insights into the plasticity behaviour of nanostruc-

tures with some relevance to machining processes. There are many avenues of

research which could still be explored in this are. Here we briefly present some

interesting directions for further research.

Plasticity of hcp nanostructures is an area particularly lacking in published

work. The author of this thesis is not aware of any published work reporting

molecular dynamics simulations of nanopillars or of nanocrystalline material.

Many materials used in industry (some Ti alloys in particlar) are hcp.

Ultrasonic vibrations are often applied to the workpiece during machining

processes in industry. This has the effect of reducing the stresses on the cutting

tool. The exact reasons for this effect are still unknown. It would therefore

be useful to perform plasticity simulations on various systems while ultrasonic

vibrations are applied to the system.

The compression-tension asymmetry described in chapter 5 is currently not

exploited by machining equipment. Developing cutting tools or other elements of

a machining apparatus which lower the force on the cutting tool during high speed

cutting could be very useful. This could be achieved by designing the machining

apparatus in such a way that local tensile stresses are applied to much of the

internal part of the chip as during chip formation. The shape of the cutting tool

and the speed at which it is applied to the work piece could perhaps be altered

to achieve such a goal. Finite element simulations could be used to determine

the stress distribution in the chip during chip formation for proposed new cutting

tool shapes.

Perhaps the most important and most challenging goal for simulating chip

formation in the future is to develop a simulation technique which can predict

the dynamics and microstructure evolution of a full shear band accurately.

More generally, a simulation technique is needed which can accurately predict

microstructure evolution in systems with length scales which range from 100 nm

to 100 µn. Finite element simulations cannot predict microstructural evolution

of such small length scales as they lack the necessary physical accuracy while

molecular dynamics simulations require too much computing time to simulate

systems of that size. Perhaps molecular dynamics can provide some input for
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finite element simulations which is more sophisticated than the Johnson-Cook

constitutive model. A simulation technique used for these purposes would have

to be capable of predicting a wide range of plasticity behaviour including (but

possibly not limited to) dislocation glide, twinning, grain boundary sliding, and

amorphisation.
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Appendix A

Determining Burgers vectors and

dislocation lines in the DXA

Here we present further details of the dislocation line tracing and Burgers vector

calculation in the dislocation extraction algorithm presented in section 3.8.5.

To calculate burgers vectors, burgers circuits are traced around the dislocation

on the surface mesh. This is done by moving between adjacent nodes until a

closed loop is formed enclosing the dislocation. To accomplish this, Stukowski

creates a halfedge data structure. This sort of data structure is commonly used in

computational geometry codes [168]. The data structure contains facets, nodes,

and halfedges and is illustrated in figure A.1. It is structured as follows:

� Triangular facets store three halfedges arranged in a circular sequence as

shown in figure A.1. Each facet has associated with it a normal vector

pointing away from the disordered atoms and towards the crystalline atoms.

� Each halfedge is associated with just one facet which it borders.

� Each halfedge connects a source node to a destination node and is associated

with the vector which connects these nodes in the reference lattice.

� Each halfedge is associated with its opposite halfedge. This provides

information on which facets border any given facet.

� Each node stores a list of the halfedges that point away from it.
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Figure A.1 Illustration of the halfedge data structure. The structure consists of
facets, nodes, and halfedges. Image taken from paper by Stukowski
and Albe [83]

Given this data structure one can easily trace find closed circuits of halfedges on

the mesh surface collecting the associated lattice vector for each halfedge in the

process. The accessibility of lists of neighbouring facets for any given facet will

become useful in later parts of the algorithm.

The interface mesh is constructed by searching for near neighbours of each

interface atom which can be connected together to form a triangular or

quadrangular facet. All quadrangular facets are broken up into two triangular

facets by running a triangle vertex diagonally through the quadrangular facet.

For certain defects, for example a stacking fault, only a single plane of atoms

might be designated as interface atoms. In this case, facets can share their 3

nodes with a facet pointing in the opposite direction. These nodes have to be

duplicated to make sure that circuits can be traversed on the mesh surface later

on. This node duplication procedure is illustrated in figure A.2. To determine

whether or not a node must be duplicated, all facets bordering the node are

traversed in clock-wise order. If there are remaining facets adjacent to this node

which have not then been traversed, the node must be duplicated.

One can now search for burgers circuits on the mesh surface and calculate the

respective burgers vector. This is done by searching for closed circuits of halfedges

on the mesh surface.
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Figure A.2 Illustration of node duplication required when just one plane of
atoms is classified as interfaced atoms. Image taken from paper
by Stukowski and Albe [83]

As the circuits are traced a sequence of the halfedges traversed are collected. If

the sequence of lattice vectors corresponding to each of these halfedges is denoted

{e1, e2, e3, ....., en}, then the burgers vector, b, is simply the sum of these vectors:

b =
n
∑

i=1

ei. When a circuit is found which is a burgers circuit (i.e. one for which

b 6= 0) then the search is stopped as the burgers vector for the dislocation has

been found.

Once a burgers circuit has been found, the circuit is duplicated and a burgers

circuit sweeps though the dislocation line in both directions away from the original

burgers circuit. The circuits are advanced by altering them by the replacement

operations listed in figure A.3. At each step edges on the burgers circuit are

changed to create a new burgers circuit. Facets which have been swept over are

marked as having been covered. The burgers circuit does not sweep back over

these facets. At each iteration of the burgers circuit progression, the centre of

mass for the atoms on the circuit is calculated. The locations of these centres of

mass are used to create a line in the output representing the dislocation. The

burgers circuit is limited in size to consist of less than a number of halfedges,

Nmax, which is set by the user. This number must be large enough so that a

circuit can be created which encloses the dislocation. The limitation on the size

of the burgers circuit prevents the circuit from overexpanding when it reaches

a grain boundary or dislocation node as shown if figure A.4. Note that grain

boundaries still contribute to the surface mesh as a surface is is created for the

boundary between all crystalline and disordered or defect areas of the crystal.

The dislocation lines are now present in the output. The grain boundary surface

is also gathered from the surface mesh and sent to the output.
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Figure A.3 Image illustrating the elementary replacement operations imple-
mented at each step during advancement of the burgers circuits
along dislocation lines. (a) Replacing on edge with two edges, (b)
replacing two edges with another two edges, (c) replacing two edges
with one edge, (d) removing three edges, and (e) removing two
edges. Image taken from paper by Stukowski and Albe [83]

Figure A.4 Graphic illustrating burgers vector advancement on a dislocation
line. If the circuit continues to advance when it meets a grain
boundary or a dislocation node, circuits will continue to be traced
on the grain boundary surface or at the node which is not required.
Limiting the size of the burgers circuit prevents this from happening.
Image taken from paper by Stukowski and Albe [83]
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